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t«)DEIUIIZID, AMDICAHIZED "MAJOR BARBARA"
TO BE STAGED BY U OF MTHEATRE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RILEASE)

An updated version of Georle Bernard Shaw's "Major Barbara" will be staled

Jan. 27 throuahFeb. 12 by University Theatre in Haril center.

~jor Barbara," oonaidered one of Shaw's most artioulate plays, explores the

.orality of the aanufaoture of weapons, the power of money and the role of relilion

in oontemporary life.

First produoed at the Royal Court Theatre in London in 1905, the play was

orilinally set in London, but Dan Huizenla, the Iraduate student direotor of this

Produotion, haa aet his version in modern day America. The oockney dialect of the

orilinal script has been chanled to conform to American colloquialisms.

Althouih most productions of "Major Barbara" have been done as period pieces,

1IU1Z8DP is more interested in Shaw's intent and believes the themes are as valid in

oODt.mporary'Ame~icaaa they were in pre-World War I Ensland.

Joanna Goft, a sraduate stUdent from Ashland, Ore., is cast as Major Barbara•
. 'l

Last year she pl.Jed the mother in University Theatre's production of "The Pelioan,"

,aDd waa oaat as Rosalind in the Minnesota Shakespeare Company's productiOn of "As

lou Like It."

Others in lead roles include Tim Goodwin and Stephen Peabody. Goodwin plays
I

Barbara's boyfriend, Cusins, who is caught between his love f4r Barbara.and his

desire to make money. Peabody plays Undershaft, Barbara's father, who earned a

fortune throUlh the manufacture of weapons.

Profesaor Lance Brockman of the University's theater department desisned the

.et.

Curtain is at 8 p.m. Jan. 27 and 28 and Feb. 2, 3, 4, 9,

(MORE)
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p.a. Jan. 29 and reb. 5 and 12. All productions will be in the ProseeDiu 1'b••~N

in Rarig Center, 330 21st Ave. S., on the west bank ot tbe M1 pOlis oaapus.

T10kets are $6 tor the public; $5 tor students and sen10r c1t1zens. Group
,

rates are ava11able tor 25 or more persons. Reservations aay be obta1ned b1 call1ns

. the ticket ottice at (612) 373-2337.

-UN5-
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U OF M CONFERENCE WILL LOOK AT
BRAZIL AS A SUPERPOWER

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Brazil, a country whose economy has been in turmoil recently, will be the

sUbject of a University of Minnesota conference Jan. 13 at the Sheraton-Midway Hotel

in St. Paul.

"Brazil: Emerging Superpower" is intended to serve as an educational overview

of modern Brazil's cUlture, people, economy and agricul tural system, as well as a

briefing session for people going on the Minnesota International Center's 15-day

tour of Brazil in February.

G. Edward Schuh, head of the department of agricultural and applied economics

at the university, will discuss "The Challenge and Promise of Brazilian AgriCUlture"

following a noon luncheon. Schuh is former U.S. deputy under secretary for

international affairs and commodity programs for the Department of Agriculture, and

worked in Brazil for a number of years.

Other speakers include Mario Simonsen, former minister of finance and minister

of planning in Brazil, who will speak on the future of Brazil's economy; Edmar

Bacha, a professor of economics at Catholic University in Rio de Janeiro, who will

speak on the International Monetary Fund's stabilization program and growth

prospects in Brazil; Stuart B. Schwartz, a University of Minnesota history

professor, who will speak on "Brazilian Backgrounds __ A Diverse Heritage and a

Sense of Destiny"; and University of Minnesota Spanish and Portuguese professor

Russell G. Hamilton, who will speak on Brazilian CUlture in the 1970s and '80s.

The seminar is cosponsored by the World Affairs Center, the Minnesota

International Center and the Center for International Policy of the department of

(MORE)
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agricultural and applied economics.

Conference fee, which includes lunch, is $25; $8 for students. For more

information or to register, contact the Minnesota International Center at (612) 373

3709.

-UNS-
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M~O TO NEWS PEOPLE

Facilities needed to improve athletic programs at the University of Minnesota

and whether to ask the U.S. Supreme Court to hear the Minnesota Daily's lawsuit

against the university will be discussed when the Board of Regents meets Thursday

and Friday (Jan. 12 and 13).

New Gopher football coach Lou Holtz and men's athletic director Paul Giel will

meet with the committee of the wh~le at 8:30 a.m. Friday in 238 Morrill Hall. That

will be followed by a report by President C. Peter Magrath on the facilities the

university has and the facilities it needs.

During a non-public meeting Thursday the regents are expected to decide if they

will ask the Supreme Court to overturn an Appeals Court ruling that the Daily's

First Amendment rights were violated when student funding was made optional

following the controversial 1979 "humor edition."

Here is a schedule of meetings and a sample of agenda items:

--Reconsideration of personnel action against Afro-American studies professor

George King, who was placed on one-year probation last month, 10 a.m. Thursday, 238

Morrill Hall.

--Educational policy and long-range planning committee, 1:30 p.m. Thursday, 238

Morrill Hall. Discussion of Institute of Technology program priorities and

universi ty plans for supercomputing.

--Budget and legislative concerns, 1:30 p.m. Thursday, 300 Morrill Hall. Report

on university's 1984 capital request to the Legislature.

--Faculty, staff and student affairs, 3 p.m. Thursday, 238 Morrill Hall. Action

on agreement between university and AFSCME.

--Physical plant and investments, 3 p.m. Thursday, 300 Morrill Hall. Discussion

(OVER)
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of proposed use of $9.6 million saved on the hospitals renewal project.-,

--Committee of the whole, 8: 30 a.m. Friday, 238 Morrill Hall. Discussion of

athletic facilities, meeting with Holtz and Giel and update on independent

assessment of job performance of Magrath, who has been president of the university

for 10 years.

--Full board meeting, 10:30 a.m., 238 Morrill Hall. Final action on action

taken in committee.

AUDIO ADVISORY: A taped report containing actualities from this month's regents

meetings will be available at (612)' 376-8000 from 4 p.m. Friday (Jan. 13) until 8

a.m. Jan. 16. For more information, call Scott Elton at (612) 373-7518.

-UNS-
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WHOLE IS GREATER THAN PARTS IN JOB
SATISFACTION, PSYCHOLOGIST SAYS

By Lynette Lamb
University News service
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Simply asking people whether they're satisfied With their jobs may more

thoroughly reflect their true feelings than would their responses to a whole list

of specific questions about their jobs.

University of Minnesota psychology professor John Campbell has based this

conclusion on his recent study and the data of others, all of which indicate that

overall job satisfaction is not completely accounted for by the sum of satisfaction

with a series of individual job elements. In other words, writes Campbell: nThe

whole appears to be more complex than the sum of the presently measured parts."

To get at some of the major determinants of job satisfaction that standard

questionnaires were not measuring, Campbell and colleague Vida Scarpello, a

management professor from the University of Georgia, asked open-ended questions of

185 Honeywell and 3M employees, the majority of whom were engineers and technical

personnel.

They found that scheduling fleXibility, pleasantness of work interactions,

workspace, tools and equipment and how much their co-workers helped with work

figured prominently in respondents' job satisfaction, but were not included on

typical job satisfaction surveys.

In addition to these elements, workers' job satisfaction also seems to be

,affected by how content they are with their occupational choices and how they view

their jobs in terms of their career goals or other goals. "The objectives people

have for working influence how satisfied they think they are with their jobs," said

campbell.

Career objectives were particularly salient with the group of engineers that

(MORE)
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Campbell tested. "If you see a hard or low-paying job as a useful stepping-stone in

your career, you may be satisfied With it," explained Campbell. But for another

group -- blue collar workers or office workers, for example -- this career factor

might not be important and an entirely different factor -- perhaps job stability -

might be.

Job objectives such as career motivation are very difficult to determine, and

vary not only from occupational group to occupational group but from person to

person. And, added Campbell, "Job satisfaction surveys, with their standard

variables, do not assess the context in which an individual evaluates his or her

feelings about a job."

Life off the job also seems to affect a person's overall job satisfaction, said

Campbell. The question of whether life satisfaction compensates for job satisfaction

or accentuates it has never been completely settled, Campbell said, but he feels

that the evidence supports accentuation. "Happiness or misery in one area tends to

spillover into the other," he concluded.

It is no wonder, then, that the sum of the Parts so rarely equals the whole in

job satisfaction since there are so many elements -- some unrelated to the actual

work -- that affect it.

But Campbell doesn't think human relations and personnel managers should

despair. "It's true that overall satisfaction is composed of more aspects than are

normally measured, and that there are theoretioally hundreds of variables," said

Campbell. "But you can't divorce the question of how you shOUld assess a job

satisfaction survey with what you'll eventually use the information for, so you

might as well only measure what you can manipulate."

Despite some evidence to the contrary, Campbell thinks that overall people are

about as satisfied with their jobs as they've ever been. He also thinks that

working conditions have improved but that employees today also expect more from

their jobs. This is particularly true of young people, who as a group are less

satisfied, he said.

(MORE)
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Many questions remain to be answered about job satisfaction, alloDI them how

members of other occupational groups would respond in open-ended interviews like

those the engineers took part in. campbell said he'd be fascinated by what people

in agriculture would say, because he has noticed that farmers complain constantly

about their jobs but would never consider doing anything else. He also admitted to

an interest in studying what he considers the three toughest jobs in the United

States today: the urban police officer, the supervisor at a heavy manufacturing

plant and the urban high school teacher.

-UNS
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U or MSTUDIO ARtS FACULTY
TO IIH18IT VoRl 1M IIASH GALLBRY

(POR DlmDI1TB RBLEASI)

1 playful kinetio soulpture called "The seduotion" will be amona aore than 40

worka ot art exbibited Jan. 30 tbroulb Feb. 18 by tbe taoulty ot tbe University ot

M1DDeaota departaent ot studio arts in tbe Katharine Hasb Gallery OIl the M1DDeapo1is

campus ot tbe university.

Created by Protessor Guy Baldwin, "Tbe Seduotion" is lIade up ot two brightly

oolored obairs witb eleotrical motors attacbed. One obair is ratber stitt and

institutional in appearanoe and the otber is ourved. TOletber tbey sUSlest a aale

and teaale. Wben tbe viewer presses a pedal oonnected to tbe piece, tbe cbairs

be81n oollilunioatina witb eaoh otber through sound and aotion. An air cOllpressor in

tbe lap ot tbe "aale" obair intlates an automobile tire in tbe lap ot tbe "teaale"

ohair.

Baldwin serv.d as a visit1nS professor at San Dielo State University last year

while on leave troa tbe University or Minnesota. He is well known tor bis unusual

kinetio sculpture.

Moat ot tbe 4ePartment's 22 taculty members will be represented in the biannual

abow. And most bave exhibited in many areas ot tbe country and abroad and several

bave national reputations. All of their work is reoent and none bas been shown

betore.

A pUblic reception is scheduled trom 7 to 10 p.lI. Jan. 30 in the Nash Gallery.

World-reDOwned potter Warren MaoKenzie, chair of the department,. will exhibit a

platter, a tea POt and several vases. Otber ceramics will be shown by Curt Hoard.

"Red Herrinl" is tbe title of tbe large oil painting to be shown by Jerry Krepps,

vbo alSQ will cl1sPlay his litbograph called "Meptrends."

(MORE)
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To. Lane, wbose prillary artistic conoern deals with perception, will show two

painted wood oonstructions. Lane's work was featured in an exhibition in the

Minnesota Museum of Art in September and at the Klein Gallery in Chioago last

sUllDer.

Tom Rose, who has eXhibited extensively in New York and Chicago, plans to

exhibit a large-$oale environmental piece.

This will be the last faoulty show to include works by Ray Hendler and MalC011I

Meyers, .who are expeoted to retire before the next show.

The Nash Gallery is on the lower level of Villey Hall on the vest bank of the

Minneapolis aallpus. Hours are 9 a.lI. to -'30 p.lI. Monday, Tuesday and Friday; 9

a.m. to 9 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday and noon to _ p.m. Sunday. The gallery is

olosed saturday.

In conjunotion with the show, the department will sponsor an open house on the

last day of the exhibition, Feb. 18, from 9 a.lI. to 3 p.m. Folloving a snack hour,

visitors lIay attend slide presentations and dellonstrations of techniques by faoulty

••mbers in the areas of oeramic8, drawing, gl••s, painting, printmaking and

soulpture. Both (aoulty and graduate students will be available throughout the day

to answer questions about the department.

To help with planning, persons interested in attending the open house are asked

to call (612) 313-3663 to have their Dames added to the visitor list.

Althoush the Mash Gallery is generally closed on Saturday it will be open

during the oPeD house so visitors may view the faCUlty exhibition.

-UMS-
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HOLTZ'S HIRING OK'D; PERPICH SUPPORTS
$27.9 MILLION FOR ATHLETIC IMPROVEMENTS AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

, ,::\ --i 'I,.j
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v

While Lou Holtz's five-year contract as head football coach at the University

of Minnesota was Deing approved Friday (Jan. 13) by the Board of Regents, Gov. Rudy

Perpioh was announcing his recommendation that $27.9 million be allocated over the

next three years to improve athletic facilities at the university.

Included in that prioe tag is $1.5 million in state money to be matched by

private contributions to build an enclosed football practice facility for the

Gophers. "Some people are going to say it (the need for the indoor practice field)

is just beoause I don't like the cold," said Holtz, former head coach at the

University of Arkansas. "Well, it's true, I don't like the cold, but it is really

that we cannot compete without good facilities."

"I'm delighted with the governor's recommendation on the athletic facilities,"

university President C. Peter Magrath said. "What he has recommended will really

help us not only to move the football program in the direction of success and true

quality and competitiveness, but also to improve the intramural and recreational

sports programs."

Included in Perpich's plan is a recommendation that the Legislature allocate

$3.5 million for fire and safety improvements at Williams Arena, where the

universi ty's hockey and basketball teams play. Perpich also said he'll recommend

that $500,000 go to support women's intercollegiate athletics next year.

The bUlk of the package, $20 million, would be appropriated in fiscal year

1987-88 for the proposed $30 million intramural and recreational sports facility

planned for the Minneapolis campus. Perpich said he plans to recommend $210,000 in

fiscal year 1985 for concept planning.
(MORE)
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He will recommend that the university's Duluth campus be given $1.6 million

next year for the first phase in plans to upgrade its sports and recreation complex.

Holtz told the regents, some of whom he had not met before Friday, that his

public affiliation with conservative North Carolina senator Jesse Helms was a

mistake. Holtz reportedly raised the ire of Arkansas Democrats when he taped

television messages for the Republican senator's re-election Mlmpaign• "I made a

mistake•••he was a personal friend and it was just that," Holtz said.

The board also was presented with alternatives for spending $3.4 million of the

$9.6 million surplus created when construction bids on the new University Hospitals

building were lower than planners had projected. Neal Vanselow, vice president

for health sciences, said that each of the alternatives would improve the

efficiency or cost-effectiveness of the hospital. Reduction of the total debt and

adding features that were in the original plans are being considered, V8n5~loW said.

-UNS-
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ENROLLMENT DOWN SLIGHTLY FOR
U OF MWINTER QUARTER

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Winter quarter enrollment at the five-campus University of Minnesota system

decreased to 54,377, a 2.4 percent drop from the same time last year.

The drop reflects little fluctuation for the system, with the largest decline

at the Twin Cities campus, which fell 3 percent to 43,377.

Enrollment at Waseca and Morris increased slightly over last winter. Waseca's

student body grew 0.7 percent to 1,275; Morris's increased 0.9 percent to 1,541.

Both Crookston and DUluth followed the overall downward trend with decreases of

1.7 percent and 0.2 percent, respectively. The declines brought Crookston's student

population to 1,075 and Duluth's to 7,109.

-UNS-
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U OF M SEMINAR WILL HELP MEN
LEARN TO COMMUNICATE BETTER

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

New communication skills and new ideas about relationships will be explored in

a free 10-week seminar for men, which will begin in February and is being offered

by a University of Minnesota psychology graduate student.

Topics will include listening skills, effects of career demands, male power,

control and competition, family and home and intimacy and personal life. Men

between the ages of 30 and 50 who are interested should call Dwight Moore at (612)

788-5313 or at (612) 871-5556 for more information. The seminar is part of Moore's

doctoral dissertation research, so SUbjects must commit themselves to the full 10

weeks.

-UNS-
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SHOPTALK: MEN AND WOMEN
SPEAK A DIFFERENT LANGUAGE

By Lynette Lamb
University News service

Clashes between men and women in the workplace could be reduced if each sex

understood how the other is taught to communicate, says a University of Minnesota

speech-communication professor.

"Male and female differences are often intercultural differences -- they are

taught to value different things," said assistant professor Jerie McArthur. "Women

are socialized to believe that relationships are the most important things in the

world, whereas men are socialized to believe that power and ability are the most

important things," said McArthur, who explained that this basic difference has a

great impact on communication differences between the sexes.

Speaking up at a meeting or in a class is one area where men and women tradi-

tionally differ, said McArthur. Men engage in what McArthur calls "competitive

turntaking" -- that is, they get their chance to speak by interrupting. Women, on

the other hand, are usually trained at an early age that to interrupt is impolite.

They may sit through hours of meetings or classes waiting for their chance to talk,

while their male colleagues wonder if they'll ever have anything to say.

Wording of statements is another area in which the styles of men and women

differ, said McArthur. Women make indirect statements, men make direct statements,

and it's the latter that people tend to remember, the speech professor noted. "A

woman might say at a meeting, 'Don't you think it would be better to send them that

report first?' and a man could agree, saying, 'Yes, it would be better to send that

report first.' The group will remember the idea as the man's because the woman

never really claimed it," McArthur explained.

(MORE)
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Men's tendency to use military and sports metaphors in their work language is

another communication difference between the sexes, one that can cause women to feel

uncomfortable or confused, said McArthur. When men use expressions like, "The

ball's in your court" or launch into long war stories designed to illustrate a

point, women, who are often strictly task-oriented, and who don't always understand

the function these stories and metaphors fill, can become impatient and

disapproving, which, in turn, makes the men feel uncomfortable with them, McArthur

explained. "I found that learning about football has been very helpful to me in

understanding men and their language," McArthur added.

Although she didn't stUdy football with the sole intention of better under

standing masculine communication, sometimes an effort of this sort is necessary,

McArthur believes. "It is critical for women in the workplace to at least under

stand the male cUlture, because that is the dominant cUlture," said McArthur, adding

that learning a language is only the first step toward understanding a culture.

"For the non-dominant cUlture, knowing and understanding the dominant one 1s

sometimes a matter of survival."

The fact that men and women also establish trust differently can affect their

communication styles, McArthur said. "Women establish trust by talking -- by

sharing their secrets and themselves, whereas men are taught to bUild trust on the

basis of actions and track records," she added. "Women don't realize that in a win

lose cUlture like our's you don't display weakness or vulnerability because the

enemy could use that against you at any time."

Despite her insistence that women in the workplace must understand the male

cUlture, McArthur said that the ideal Would be a blend of male and female values and

styles. "I would like people to be more fleXible and situational," said McArthur.

"It's important to cooperate as well as to compete -_ a good leader will use what

works in a given situation with a given person and not be rigid about adhering to a

certain style."

(MORE)
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Just as men and women should recognize their cultural differences, said

McArthur, so too should they recognize that these differences do not exist in each

member of that sex. "When I talk about these communication differences, I'm talking

about males and females in society as a whole," McArthur cautioned. "Obviously

there are many individuals who were not socialized in these ways." To illustrate

that point, McArthur gave this personal examp~e: "Many women feel very intimidated

by the sheer size of certain men. But I'm 4 feet 11 inches tall and I've never felt

that way."

-UNS-
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CONCERT WILL HELP FUND
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
MARCHING BAND TRIP TO LONDON

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A benefit concert Feb. 11 at 7:30 p.m. in Northrop Auditorium will help the

University of Minnesota Marching Band to pay for its trip to London in March.

The band had been scheduled to tour Brazil, but O'Neill Sanford, director of

the marching band, recently told the students that plans for the tour of Brazil had

been canceled because of financial and organizational problems in Brazil, which made

it difficult to arrange the tour to his satisfaction.

Tickets for the concert are $6 for adults, $5 for students, and are available

at Dayton's and the Northrop ticket office. Individuals who purchase a $5 raffle

ticket for an expenses-paid trip with the band to London, receive a $1 discount on

the price of admission to the concert.

"Based on our previous international tours to Mexico Ci ty, Canada and Spain,

the plans for Brazil just would not fall into place," Sanford said. "We've enjoyed

well-planned, exciting, problem-free tours in the past and we were not convinced the

Brazilians realized what a tremendous effort is required to accommodate the marching

band."

The band is scheduled to leave Minneapolis March 15, arrive in London the

following day and return March 24. The band is scheduled to perform during a soccer

match featuring England's top club, the Tottenham Hotspurs. Additional performances

include a concert at London's Covent Garden and a train trip to a nearby city where

the band will parade and perform in concert.

-UNS-
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MINORITY AND DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS
SOUGHT FOR JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Twelve $5,000 scholarships will be awarded this spring by the University of

Minnesota's School of Journalism and Mass Communication (SJMC) to minority and

disadvantaged high school seniors interested in majoring in journalism.

Students will enter the new scholarship program in the summer with an intensive

five-week session designed to prepare them for their first two years as journalism

majors.

Scholarship recipients will be awarded $5,000 each for their freshman years,

with the stipulation that they not work. Four thousand dollars will be available to

students during their sophomore years; during their junior years they are eligible

for journalism scholarships for upper-level students.

Tutorial assistance and academic advising in conjunction with the Martin Luther

King Center will be integral parts of the program's design.

This pilot program, which will run for fi ve years, was ini tiated to fill the

need for a journalism school program designed to assist minority and disadvantaged

students during their first two years at the university.

For the past 10 years the SJMC has coordinated the WCCO Minority Scholarship
Program for junior and senior broadcast majors. In addition, the school co-sponsors
the Urban Journalism Workshop, a summer program for minority high school students.

Students must apply for the 1984 minority and disadvantaged students journalism
scholarship program by April 15.

Funding for the new program comes from the university, the Gannett Foundation,
the Knight Foundation and the Los Angeles Times-Mirror Foundation.

For further information about the scholarship program, contact Linda
Viemeister, School of Journalism and Mass Communication, 111 Murphy Hall,
Minneapolis, MN 55455, (612) 376-8615.
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U OF MINNESOTA MEDICAL LIBRARY PROVIDES
LATEST INFORMATION FOR DOCTORS, LAWYERS, OTHERS

By Judith Raunig-Graham
University News service

Following a trip to West Africa you begin to realize that you haven't felt well

for about a month. The diarrhea you experienced there has subsided, but you still

occasionally feel nauseous, tired and feverish. Your family doctor suspects you may

have a tape worm. He suggests tests and describes the treatment if they prove

positive.

You trust your doctor, but you know that his experience with parasitical dis-

eases is limited. His lack of knowledge in the area can be quickly updated,

however, by an information service offered by the University of Minnesota Biomedical

Library. For a fee, librarians in the Biomedical Information service (BIS), provide

clients with all the latest reports available. They can generate a list of refer-

ences related to a specific topic, summaries of articles or photocopies of articles.

Opened in spring 1982, the service has helped doctors, lawyers, companies,

corporations and individuals track down statistics, treatment procedures and other

research data on innumerable medical problems and health issues. In the first year

of operation, the service helped locate approximately 12,800 articles for clients.

Speed is often essential in medical matters and BIS prides itself on its

ability to do rush jobs. If an order can't be completed in the time demanded, they

won't take the order, according to their advertisement. Clients often receive the

information they want Within a couple hours.

Clients have access to more than 300,000 volumes and 4,000 journals in the

university's biomedical library. If an article can't be found in the university

collection, the librarians have access to national and international sources and

300-plus computer data bases.
(MORE)
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About 50 percent of DIS's current clients are attorneys who sometimes need very

specific and up-to-date medical information to prepare a client's case, for example,

against an insurance company, or, in a medical malpractice suit. In at least one

instance the information gathered was influential in helping settle a million dollar

lawsuit.

carolyn Gruesner, a legal assistant with a Minneapolis law firm, said her firm

spent about $1,000 on research related to neurological injuries -- money well spent,

she believes, since the client, who was injured in an airplane accident, was awarded

more than $1 million. For their money the attorneys received photocopies of approx-

imately 200 articles, including articles by doctors who were testifying in the case

as expert Witnesses.

Librarian Kathie O'Connell, who heads the information service, said there have

been times when her staff has provided information to both sides involved in a

lawsuit. Confidentiality is strictly enforced for all clients, she said.

Many business Clients use the service for market research. Dottie Dozal, a

conSUltant for Sandoz Nutrition of Minneapolis, which produces nutritional

supplements, said her firm uses the research to help forecast market trends. The

company also writes educational materials that they provide to health professionals.

Dozal recently asked BIS to do a computer search on the topic of stress and

nutrition. The search turned up 400 references to articles.

Another business client, American Medical Systems of Minneapolis, which

manufactures surgical implant devices, wanted to know the size of the diabetic

population of an area by city, county and state. The figures she wanted could be

extrapolated from various articles.

About one-third of the BIS clients are university health professionals like Dr.

Patrick Hanna, who has a joint appointment in the departments of medicinal chemistry

and pharmacology. Using the service saves him time, he said, in locating articles

he needs for his research on the metabolizing of drugs. He reads the literature to

determine experimental methods other researchers are using.
(MORE)
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BIS staff member Joan Freeman said that when someone calls for service it is

important to limit the search as much as possible. "We try to make the subject as

specific as possible while generating the information needed," she said. We ask

whether the client is interested in the treatment, diagnosis or cause. Or maybe

they are only interested in the most up-to-date information, say from 1982 to 1984.

We can also limit by language -- articles in French, German or Spanish."

If the information needed dates back before 1966, a manual search is undertaken

since computer data is available only from that date to the present. A search by

computer takes about 15 minutes by a professional, compared to about two hours when

done manually.

Fees for the research vary depending on what is needed, O'Connell said, and on

whether a manual or computer search is undertaken. Computer-assisted research

costs between $25 and $60 for the client who wants to find out everything that has

been written by a particular author. Rush service costs extra, as does research

that requires a manual search.

Requests from individuals who want to research their own disease are less
frequent than other types of calls, both Freeman and O'Connell agreed. Typically, a
disease has been diagnosed with a confirming diagnosis and the patient wants to know
what forms of treatment are currently being researched.

As might be expected, the librarians receive a wide variety of requests.
O'Connell recalled that a nursing home administrator once sought the service because
he was debating whether his staff should change their uniforms for regular clothes.
The BIS staff located articles on the pros and cons of uniforms.

Most of the BIS business comes from Minnesota, but the service has received
requests from as far away as Alaska and Hawaii. Much of their business has come
from word of mouth. The university's medical information service is thought to be
one of a handful of such operations in the country. Others connected to university
medical libraries are in Miami, Cleveland and Houston.

BIS offers another service, called Current Awareness, which is gaining
popularity. For an annual fee of $100 to $200, clients receive a monthly list of
current articles related to their specific needs.

Classes also are being planned for this spring to teach individuals how to do
their own medical research on a home computer.

For information on using the service, contact Biomedical Information Service,
314 Diehl Hall, 505 Essex St. S.E., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455,
or (612) 376-3523.

-UNS
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PREMARITAL TEST CAN PREDICT DIVORCE,
NEW RESEARCH SHOWS

By Jeanne K. Hanson
University News Service
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A questionnaire administered to engaged couples across the country as part of

their premarital counseling can predict with 80 percent accuracy which couples will

divorce, separate or have serious marriage problems and which will remain happily

married during the first three years of marriage.

"Love is irrelevant here," said David Olson, the University of Minnesota family

social scientist who in 1978 developed the premarital inventory called PREPARE and,

along with graduate student Blaine Fowers, recently tested its predictive validity.

PREPARE is the first premarital inventory ever to be tested in this way; the results

are now being readied for publication.

Although all the engaged couples who take the PREPARE inventory say they are in

love, the fact remains that about a quarter of all new couples are separated or

divorced within the first three years of marriage, Olson said. Premarital couples,

he added, typically ignore general warnings and deny that problems could happen to

them. Olson hopes that couples will take the test and heed its warnings. If

PREPARE points out problems, the couple should discuss and begin to resolve them

before they marry, said Olson, thereby improving their chances of a happy marriage.

Of the 11 main areas explored by the 125-question inventory, which the partners

take separately and then discuss with a counselor, four seem to be the best

predictors of early marital success and hence worthy of special attention from

couples, Olson said. They are:

-- Personality issues, such as concerns about the future spouse's drinking or

smoking, messiness, jealousy, unreliability, tardiness or dependency.

(MORE)
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-- Communication issues, such as an inability t.o share one's feelings with one's

partner, upsets at the expression of criticism, frequent put-downs or excessive

complaints.

-- Conflict resolution problems, such as fear of conflict, arguments over little

things or arguments that never seem to get resolved.

-- Realistic expectations about marriage, such as realizing that most couples do

have problems in their relationship, that these problems do not go away with

marriage and that a spouse cannot meet all the partner's needs.

The couple's agreement on basic religious values was only slightly less

effective in predicting marital future, Olson said.

Egalitarian roles, financial management, leisure activities, sexual relation

ship, children and marriage and family and friends are questionnaire areas that did

not prove to be as good at predicting a couple's early marital future. It's not

that these things aren't important, Olson said, but rather that they do not

discriminate as well among couples. Almost none of the engaged couples had

discussed financial management, for example, so differences among couples did not

emerge clearly there. And child-rearing issues, a common source of marital

conflict, are often not even confronted within the first three years of marriage.

Olson stressed that there are no right or wrong answers on PREPARE, only areas

where partners agree more, called relationship strengths, or areas where they

disagree more, called work areas.

This follow-up study drew on a population of over 30,000 couples from across

the country who had taken PREPARE in the last five years, Olson said. Couples took

PREPARE as part of the premarital counseling they received from their ministers.

Approximately 7,500 clergy of virtually every denomination have been trained to

administer and discuss the computerized inventory with engaged couples. Clergy who

use the instrument generally use it with all the couples they marry, Olson said,

although they may see a higher percentage of fir~t marriages. However, the sample

(MORE)
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is probably representative of all premarital couples, since divorce rates in

the two groups are almost identical, he said.

From this large sample, the researchers then drew two smaller samples, one of

79 couples who had divorced, separated or become unhappily married within the first

three years of their marriage, the other of 59 couples who had remained happily

married during this period. The information, provided by a sample of 103 clergy

counselors, was confirmed by follow-up questionnaires to the couples. Comparing the

premarital profiles of these two groups yielded the prediction accuracy rate of 80

percent, Olson said.

Another group that emerged from the follow-up study were those couples who had

decided not to marry at all after receiving their premarital counseling, Olson said.

These couples -- about one in eight of those who had taken PREPARE -- had scores

similar to those couples whose marriages encountered trouble, so they probably made

a good decision, Olson said.

Clergy counselors are being told of the results of this study, Olson said, and

so will be able to tell incoming couples that the inventory has predictive validity.

They are already trained to concentrate on both relationship strengths and

weaknesses in their sessions and typically give more counseling to couples with more

disagreements, Olson said.

But Olson does not advocate giving out individual scores or even couple scores

to the premarital couples, much less a divorce warning. "We're glad our predictions

are this good -- it shows that we're asking the right questions," Olson said. "But

we could be wrong about an individual couple. After all, there is the other 20

percent."

-UNS-
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$75,000 GRANT WILL AID
JUVENILE JUSTICE STUDY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A national study of juvenile justice policies got a $75,000 boost recently when

the University of Minnesota Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs received

a grant for its Center for Studies in Youth Policy from the Blandin Foundation of

Grand Rapids, Minn.

The center grew out of research spearheaded by Ira Schwartz, senior fellow at

the institute. Since 1981 Schwartz has been studying the impact of de-institution-

alization policies in juvenile justice initiated during the last decade.

As part of his project Schwartz and his colleague Barry Krisberg, president of

the National Council on Crime and Delinquency, documented a wide variation in

juvenile correctional practices among states. Future research will focus on the

disparities in rates of detention and training school admissions among states.

Other areas for study will include the detention of juveniles in adul t jails

and the growth of private residential placements for troubled youth.

Before joining the Humphrey Institute Schwartz headed the office of Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention in the U.S. Justice Department.

-UNS-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

Recruitment of high-ability students, a cable TV contract and plans for a $4.5

million football facility will be discussed by the University of Minnesota Board of

Regents during meetings Thursday and Friday (Feb. 9 and 10).

A report on strategies for attracting top high school students to the Univer-.
sity of Minnesota will be presented to the board by President C. Peter Magrath and

Frank Wilderson, vice president for student affairs, during the Friday meeting of

the committee of the whole at 8:30 a.m. in 238 Morri~l Hall. At the same meeting,

the regents will review the proposed contract with Midwest Cable and Satellite for

telecast of University of Minnesota sports and educational programs.

Plans for an enclosed football practice field and team offices, which were made

public Feb. 2, will be considered by the physical plant and investments committee at

3 p.m. Thursday in room 300 Morrill Hall.

Here 1s a schedUle of meetings and a sample of agenda items:

--Educational policy and long-range planning committee, 1:30 p.m. Thursday, 238

Morrill Hall. Discussion of Higher Education Coordinating Board policy paper on

standards and procedures for awarding academio credit.

--BUdget and legislative coordinating committee, 1:30 p.m. Thursday, 300

Morrill Hall. Update on university's legislative request.

--Faculty, staff and student affairs, 3 p.m. Thursday, 300 Morrill Hall.

Continuation of discussion of plans for lowering student pay rates on the univer-

sity's coordinate campuses. Plan first surfaoed in October.

--Physical plant and investments committee, 3 p.m. Thursday, 300 Morrill Hall.

Discussion and Possible action on football faciHties proposal and action on plan
J

for spending $3.4 million of $9.6 million saved through low oonstruotion bids on new

(OVER)
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Un1vers1tyHospitals building.

--Committee of the whole, 8:30 p.m. Friday, 238 Morrill Hall. Recruitment of

high-ability students, cable TV contract and task force report on cost containment

at University Hospitals.

--Full board meeting, 10:30 a.m. Friday, 238 Morrill Hall. Final action on

votes taken by committees.

-UNS-
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HOLIDE'S PlARCB 'LBARIID LADIES'
OPIIS AT U or MTRlATRI FIB. 17

(FOR IMMIDIATI RI!l,BlSB)

Moliere'a -Learned Ladiea" will open at Univeraity 'lbeatre's Thrust Theatre in

Baril Center OD the'veat bank ot the Minneapolia oampua on Feb. 17, the 311th

8lUUveraary ot .e French Pla1vri8bt'. death.

'aeudo1Qte11,otuala, pretentioua women and aocial olimbera all take a ribbina
. ,

in thia taat-paoed taroe by one ot Franoe'a moat beloved playvri,hta. The plot

roouaes on the queationl Wbo ia ,oing to marry Henriette? Eaoh ot her parenta,

Cbryaale and Phi~aalate, baa a ditterent SUitor in aind. Even an aunt aDd UDale set

loyolved in the'~edy ot aanners.

The mother,' Phil.alnte, vill be played by Jillian Franoia, a graduate student

troa Miueapoll8. The tather, Cbryaale, will be played by John seibert, a araduate

atudent trom car~ale, nl. Lizanne Wilson ia cast aa Henriette.

Othera 10 t~e caat inolude Laurel Fardella (Armude), David Conner (Cl1tandre),

Kurt Sohveickhartt (Ariate) and Janice Lee (Bellae).

Protessor Jean CoDIdOD ot the theater departMDt taoulty 18 director.

,tile ourtain will be at • p.m. reb. 17, 18, 23, 211 and 25 ••4 Marob 1, 2 ... J
, .

atudeata, aenior oitiaena and Univeraity ot Minneaota taoulty and statt. Group

rates are availab~e tor 25 or aore people. Reaervationa may be lUde by oallina (612)

373-2337.

Bari, center 18 at 330 2lat Ave. S. in Minneapolis.

-UNS-
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WINNING AT CROP JUDGING TAKES
FAST EYES AND FAST FINGERS

By Lynette Lamb
University News Service

On a Tuesday in mid-November when most students were in class, four University

of Minnesota students were distinguishing Wichita wheat from Federation wheat, and,

what's more, they were spelling the Latin names right.

Agronomy students Brian Anderson, Mary Joyce and Christer Ohlsson and

agricultural education student Roger Wippler made up the winning team in this year's

Kansas City National Collegiate Crops Contest, beating out 11 other highly trained

groups from throughout the country.

Earning 5,106.8 points out of a possible 5,400, the team is the fourth Univer-

sity of Minnesota team in a row to win the Kansas City crops judging contest. The

1983 team also took second place at the Chicago Intercollegiate Contest Nov. 17.

Their victory was particularly impressive since they were pitted against such

top agricultural colleges as Iowa State and Kansas State. But for the uninitiated,

a nagging question remains: Just what is crops judging?

As is obvious from the locations and dates of the contests, judging crops does

not involve strolling through fields of clover and rye. Rather, it is a highly

skilled discipline involving three separate competencies: plant and seed identifi-

cation, commercial grain grading and seed analysis. Contestants, seated at long

tables and armed with grain samples, scales, calculators and pencils, are given 90

minutes to complete each of the contest's three parts.

Plant and seed identification, the first part, involves the most memorization.

Contestants must know the common and Latin names of more than 300 plants and seeds

and be able to correctly identify and spell the names of the 100 specimens they are

given.
(MORE)
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Identifying specimens is even harder than it sounds because, from contest to

contest, contestants will never see the same sample twice. Therefore, it is

critical that they learn the characteristics of a given crop rather than merely the

look of a certain sample. Minnesota team coach and agronomy professor John Goodding

prepares his team by providing a nearly infinite number of samples for them to

practice on. "We could never get through all the samples we have collected," he

said.

Establishing the grades for eight grain samples is the object of commercial

grain grading, the second part of the contest. samples are made up by federal grain

inspectors, who have previously determined the grades of the samples. Students must

attempt to match those grades using official U.S. Department of Agriculture grain

standards. "This is a particularly difficult contest in Kansas City because it is

home of the 'Supreme Court' of federal grain inspection," Goodding said.

Seed analysis, the third and final section of the crops judging contest,

involves checking seed samples for purity. Contestants must check 10 samples in 90

minutes, keeping an eye out for foreign matter such as weed seeds in the samples.

Besides other qualities, contestants truly need "fast eyes and fast fingers" to

succeed in crops judging, Goodding said.

Although exacting, judging crops is more than simply an exercise in minutiae.

The skills undergraduates learn and test in the contests serve them well in their

careers as agronomists. Indeed, seed companies have been known to wait for certain

top competitors to graduate so they could be the first to offer them jobs.

Many crops judging alumni have gone on to become well known in their fields:

they include among their number many Ph.D.s, some university deans and even a Nobel

Prize-winning geneticIst.

A stUdent's experience on a crops judging team also makes it easier for

professors like Goodding and former coach Laddie Elling to write graduate school

letters of recommendation for those whose grades were only so-so. "We have sent on

(MORE)
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to graduate school many students who would never have gotten in without the crops

judging experience and recommendations," Elling said, citing one man, now a

distinguished agriculture professor at Purdue University, who managed to earn only a

2.5 grade point average while he was an undergraduate.

Goodding and Elling can recommend these students with confidence because they

feel crops judging gives students "the discipline to do something better than

they've ever done anything before," Elling said. "It brings out the best in a

person."

This discipline is a time-consuming business. In the fall, team members spend

20 hours a week on practice contests in addition to whatever time they spend study

ing and memorizing on their own.

But for the students, the time spent is well worth it. Besides the obvious

advantages of who they get to know, the trip gives team members the chance to travel

farther from Minnesota than many of them ever have, to tour industries and boards of

trade in Kansas City and Chicago, to see the agricultural products of most of the

Midwest, and to do something quite difficult, something most of them thought they

could never do.

Speaking of the team members he has coached in the last four years, who have

hailed from small towns and urban areas alike, Goodding said, "They're different

people when they return. They have broadened vistas, and that's the most important

part of their training."

And although the Minnesota team hasn't done much of it in recent years, even

losing at crops judging has its long-term rewards. "Some students have lost

contests because they just didn't pay enough attention," Goodding said. "And you

know, they never forget that lesson."

-UNS-
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HHH INSTITUTE'S WOMEN'S PROJECT
GETS GIFT, PUBLISHES BOOKLET

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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A $90,000 gift and a recently published resource booklet are two new develop-

ments for the women, public policy and development project at the Humphrey Institute

of Public Affairs at the University of Minnesota.

The gift, earmarked for the international segment of the project, is the second

the project has received from an anonymous woman donor. "The gift will be used to

continue a worldwide study and analysis of how women's organizations influence

public policy and to provide information on the policy issues to be considered at

the 1985 U.N. World Conference on Women," said project director Arvonne Fraser.

Called "Looking to the Future: Equal Partnership Between Men and Women in the

21st Century,ll the booklet is intended as a resource for the world conference, which

will be held in Nairobi, Kenya. It contains condensed versions of the documents

produced by the two previous world conferences on women, held in 1975 and 1980, as

well as information on plans for the 1985 conference.

To receive a copy of the booklet, send $5 to Arvonne Fraser, Women, Public

Policy and Development Project, Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs, University of

Minnesota, 909 Social Sciences Building, 267 19th Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55455.

-UNS-
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GARY MAYOR HATCHER PLANS
U OF M BLACK HISTORY TALK

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Richard Hatcher, longtime mayor of Gary, Ind., will talk about "The Future of

Blacks in Politics and Education" at 4 p.m. Feb. 25 in the Great Hall of Coffman

Union on the east bank of the University of Minnesota Minneapolis campus.

Hatcher, who has served as president of the U.S. Conference of Mayors, has been

mayor of Gary since 1967. He has a bachelor's degree from Indiana University and a

law degree from Valparaiso University School of Law.

Nominated by Jimmy Carter in 1978 to be a special assistant to the president,

Hatcher has been very involved in civil rights and urban interest organizations,

including the National League of Cities, the National Urban Coalition and the

National Conference of Locally Elected Black Officials.

Areception in Coffman Union will follow Hatcher's speech, which is free and

open to the public. For more information on the lecture, call the Black Student

Cultural Center at (612) 376-1277.

-UNS-
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U OF M PLANS STRATEGIES FOR
ATTRACTING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
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Faced with stepped-up competition for high-ability students, the University of

Minnesota plans more aggressive recruitment -- particularly of the top 20 percent of

high school seniors.

"I think, very frankly, that we've been complacent (about recruiting top

stUdents)," university President C. Peter Magrath told the Board of Regents Friday

(Feb. 10). "I really think we have felt that we are good and therefore the good

students will come here. What has happened, of course, is that it (the university)

has become an afterthought."

Although specific strategies for attracting high-ability students won't be

presented by the administration until March or April, board members offered

suggestions for how high school students should be approached by the universi ty,

including earlier written contact and increased personal contact.

The administration hopes to increase enrollment among Minnesota high school

seniors in the top 20 percent of their classes and out-of-state high school students

in the top 10 percent, while maintaining the current number of minority students and

international undergraduate students.

This fall 60 percent of the 3,014 freshmen who enrolled at the Twin Cities

campus were in the top 20 percent of their high school classes; at the Morris campus

half of the 391 freshmen finished in the top 20 percent; and at Duluth 35 percent of

the 1,641 freshmen had a similar class standing, according to figures from the

Higher Education Coordinating Board.

Of Minnesota's high-ability students who don't enroll at the university's Twin

(MORE)
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colleges in Wisconsin, Iowa, North Dakota and South Dakota and 29 percent go to

other four-year schools. The rest attend Minnesota state universities, the

university's coordinate campuses or two-year schools in the state or do not attend

any schools.

Mary Schertler, a regent from St. Paul, suggested that contacting top students

during their junior year of high school is essential. "If every private school in

the country is contacting students in our state in their junior year and we're

waiting until their senior year, we're not going to have a chance," SChertler said.

"I'm convinced that if we have one strategy, it should be that the kids be contacted

sooner. It's worth the postage and it's worth having that brochure. Then, at least

we're in the running."

Charles Casey, a regent from West Concord, said that his daughter, a high

school senior, wasn't contacted by the university until Feb. 3 -- two months after

she applied for admission.

"I can't believe it's taken this long to get off the ground," said Erwin

Goldfine, a regent from DUluth, who said he's been talking about the need to step up

recruitment of top students for "as long as I can remember."

Magrath and Minneapolis regent David Lebedoff said they think personal contact

is the most important approach. Having well-informed alumni and staff available to

visit and advise high school students could have a great impact on recruitment.

"We apparently have no apology -- and I certainly don't -- that we go out to

try and recruit high-ability, gifted athletic students and everybody says, 'Yes, you

shoUld do that,'" Magrath said. "Very few people are critical when we go out and

try to attract the very best graduate students from around the world to come to the

University of Minnesota. Why shouldn't we try to attract the very best

undergraduates?"

The board deferred action on a contract with Midwest Cable and Satellite, a

(MORE)
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weCO-TV affiliate, for broadcast of university sports and educational programs.

Magrath said he thinks the contract is basically a good one, but that some issues

need to be resolved. One issue -- a stipUlation that WCCO be given the right of

first refusal to telecast football games if the university were to get the right to

authorize broadcast -- drew the most concerns. The U.S. Supreme Court is expected

to decide in the antitrust suit against the NCAA whether that organization has the

exclusive right to authorize broadcast of college football.

About 175 students packed a regents committee meeting Thursday to register

complaints about a plan to lower by 20 percent starting wages for entry-level jobs.

The idea of lowering from $5.35 to $4.10 starting wages for student workers was

proposed by coordinate campus students, who felt more students could have jobs if

the salaries were lower. The central issue in Thursday's protest was the inclusion

of the Twin Cities campus in the plan.

Schertler, chair of the faculty, staff and student affairs committee, told

Frank Wilderson, vice president for student affairs, to return to the committee

after more consultation with student groups and administrators on the coordinate

campuses.

In other action, the board approved plans for a $4.5 million athletic facility

including a covered football practice field. The covered practice field is

expected to be completed by Aug. 15 and offices and team facilities should be

finished by the end of the year.

Regents also were updated on Gov. Rudy Perpich's recommendation that $59.3

million of the university's $14.3 million capital request be funded by the

Legislature.

-UNS-
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PERPICH VISITS MacPHAIL CENTER,
SEEKING SITE FOR ARTS SCHOOL

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE, 6 MORRILL HALL '1
100 CHURCH ST. S.E.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
FEBRUARY 14, 1984

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact LYNETTE LAMB, (612) 313-1504

When Gov. Rudy Perpich toured the MacPhail Center for the Arts Tuesday (Feb.

14), he saw that "the framework is already in place" for the high school for the

performing arts that Perpich has proposed, said MacPhail director Gary Zeller.

Earlier this month, Perpich announced that a 15-member task force will develop

a plan for a state-funded Minnesota School for the Arts in the Twin Cities. The

group will recommend a site, a curriculum and a budget for the high school. Perpich

said he will ask the 1984 Legislature to appropriate $148,000 for the task force

study, but will wait a year before asking for full funding.

Perpich Tuesday suggested funding the school from the estimated $6 million a

year that could be generated from bingo licensed at the state level, an idea

proposed recently by state representative Richard Kostohryz, DFL-Maplewood.

"The school would give the talented young people in the arts a special place in

Minnesota," Perpich said. "There are many school districts that have cut very, very

drastically into the arts and the opportunities are being minimized."

MacPhail, which has been part of the University of Minnesota's department of

continuing education and extension since 1966, has been a music school for 76 years.

The MacPhail family deeded it to the university in 1963.

Since then, said Zeller, the center has developed "a national reputation as the

premiere music institution in the region for preschool through high school aged

kids."

One hundred full- and part-time faculty members instruct nearly 3,000 students

each quarter in music theory, indiVidual and group lessons, music history and

(MORE)
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ensemble work. Dance and photography are also taught at MacPhail.

Although best known for teaching youngsters, MacPhail has a wide age range of

students. "Our youngest student is 2 and a half years old; our oldest is in her

70s," said information representative Bob Bitzan. But because the bulk of the

student body is school aged, the center's peak hours begin at 3 p.m. "We're a

natural for this," said Bitzan.

Built as a music school in 1923, MacPhail is equipped with studios, classrooms

and even a small performance auditorium. However, Bitzan said that even with its

current student load the building is facing space problems. If MacPhail is chosen

for the performing arts high school, remodeling or rebuilding would probably be

necessary, Bitzan said.

MacPhail representatives hope the governor and the task force will guard

against dismissing MacPhail on the basis of its facilities, however. "The most

important thing about MacPhail is the quality of its faculty and curriculum," said

Bitzan. "We have an excellent faculty and well-qualified administration and an in-

depth, comprehensive music curriculum," said Zeller. He added that MacPhail also

has established good relations with the Minnesota Orchestra, the St. Paul Chamber

Orchestra and the Greater Twin Cities Youth Symphony and has a strong board of

directors supportive of the high school for the performing arts concept.

Finally, said Zeller, the center's downtown location is ideal for a performing

arts high school of the sort Perpich is recommending. "We are right in the heart of

things here at 12th and LaSalle," said Zeller.

"Orchestra Hall, the Walker (Art Center) and the Guthrie (Theater) are all

within walking distance; Children's Theatre and the Minneapolis Institute of Arts

aren't much farther away." Said Bitzan, "We're in a vital, growing arts area here.

The opportunities for conjunctive performances are exciting."

-UNS-
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SEMI-STARVATION DIETS CAN BE SAFE
IF NUTRITION IS MONITORED

By Lynette Lamb
University News Service
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Semi-starvation diets -- those with very few calories and no carbohydrates --

can be safe and are useful in treating extremely obese people, says University of

Minnesota nutritionist Stephen Phinney.

Phinney, who has a joint appointment in nutrition and medicine, has done

several carefully controlled studies of subjects on these semi-starvation diets and

has concluded that they can be safe if SUbjects are carefully monitored and given

appropriate levels of vitamins, minerals and liquids.

The problem with most similar semi-starvation diets, such as the liquid protein

diet, is not their lack of calories or carbohydrates, which causes a condition

called ketosis, but rather their lack of vitamins and minerals. Without adequate

amounts of certain vitamins and minerals, people on these diets feel weak, fatigued

and diZZy, Phinney said. Even more dangerous is that the liquid protein diet has

been implicated in heart rhythm abnormalities apparently brought about because of

sudden shifts in body salts and water when dieting is suspended.

"It's hard to Judge nutritional adequacy with these very low-calorie diets

because the RDA (recommended daily allowance) standards we use are estimated on the

basis of a 2,000 calorie per day diet," said Phinney. "If a person is consuming

only 500 to 700 calories per day, we're still left with asking what adequate vitamin

and mineral supplements are. Does a dieting person need more or fewer?"

In their studies Phinney and his colleagues played it safe by providing

SUbjects with potassium plus the RDA levels of vitamins and minerals and found that,

given this precaution, SUbjects were able to maintain their physical endurance as

(MORE)
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well as their health on the ketogenic diet. Surprisingly, an important supplemen

tary mineral for people on this diet is sodium, which is required to counter

increased sodium losses caused by ketosis.

In fact, obese sUbjects on this diet -- given these recommended levels of

vitamins and minerals, three quarts of water and just 500 to 700 calories a day of

meat, fish and poultry -- not only maintained their endurance levels, but increased

them as the study went on.

This finding gratified the researchers, but they realized that because weight

loss and physical training might be occurring simultaneously with ketosis, it was

difficult to determine just what caused the maintained or increased endurance

levels.

Therefore, trained, lean bicylists were the next subjects studied, and they

underwent a low-carbohydrate diet with a twist: calories were not reduced.

Nevertheless, the bicylists still experienced ketosis, the metabolic state in which

a lack of carbohydrates brings about a breakdown of body fats, which leads to

production of ketone bodies in the blood.

Ketosis has traditionally been considered a sign of serious illness, but the

bicylists, like the obese SUbjects, showed no change in their ability to perform

endurance exercise after four weeks of a ketogenic diet. "The lack of carbohydrate

itself does not cause any obvious ill effects in a short time period," said Phinney,

pointing out that Innuits (Eskimos) and Indian tribes lived for years on very low

carbohyrate diets wi th no known negative consequences. "Our findings run against

what most nutritionists and physicians believe and recommend," Phinney said.

Exploring the safety of this diet is important, Phinney believes, because it

can give extremely overweight people -- those with 30 or more pounds to lose -- a

running start on their weight loss. "! look on our very low-calorie diets as a

useful tool to use within the context of a six-month to one-year weight loss/mainte

nance program," said Phinney.

(MORE)
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Physicians need to recognize that dieters crave results, Phinney said. "Most of

us are too impatient to stick with the monotony of a diet for a year, and yet this

is the amount of time it would take a person to lose 100 pounds on the typical

moderate diet recommended by most nutritionists, in which a person loses one to two

pounds per week," Phinney said.

Semi-starvation diets, like conventional ones, are only successful when they

can keep the weight off. To do this requires more than just a diet, Phinney

emphasized. "To take people to their goal weight and abandon them is only going part

of the way," he said, adding that it is important to teach dieters the new skills

like exercise, food choices, maintenanoe diets and behavior modification techniques

that will help them to successfully keep off their weight.

Although people on low-carbohydrate diets can keep up endurance exercise such

as running and biking, anaerobic exercise like climbing stairs, playing tennis and

lifting weights -- all of which require great bursts of energy -- will be difficult

or impossible, said Phinney. These forms of exercise require muscle glycogen, a

product of dietary carbohydrates, which ketogenic dieters just arentt getting.

But a worse disadvantage of the low-carbohydrate diet, said Phinney, is'a more
intangible one. "This diet takes away the social and sensual pleasures of eating,"
said Phinney. "An important part of any behavior modification program is to help
people find pleasures that don 't focus on food. This is difficult in our society,
which often does focus on food."

Fifteen ounces of protein -- the equivalent of a good-sized steak -- and three
quarts of non-caloric beverages a day is not a fun diet, and Phinney doesntt try to
pretend that it is. "It takes a lot of motivation to stick to this diet," he
admitted, "but then seriously overweight people should have all the motivation they
need -- losing weight can get them off insulin or high blood pressure medication,
help them avoid having a heart attack or back problems, and can restore their self
esteem. "

Phinney stresses that people should not consider this diet unless they have
at least 30 pounds to lose and that they should be monitored closely by a physician
at all times, but with these caveats he feels the low-carbohydrate diet could be the
answer for many overweight people.

"The statistics are harsh," he said. "Eighty percent of people who join diet
programs will drop out within the first two months, probably because for them it
failed. This program is hard, but people are actually very flexible," he said.
"After the first month they make their peace with the deprivation."

-UNS
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U OF M ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE CLINIC:
COPING WITH THE INCURABLE

By Ralph Heussner
University News Service

Arthur Sands was once a successful scientist for a Minnesota computer

manUfacturer. His life revolved around his research and his wife. His future

seemed fUll of promise.

Today, he can't remember computations of simple arithmetic and often stares at

his wife as though she were a stranger. Though only 58, he soon may be confined to

a nursing home because of a disease that stole his memory and deadened his mind.

Sands (a fictitious name) suffers from dementia, a devastating brain disorder.

Doctors have diagnosed the cause of his mental impairment as Alzheimer's disease.

Some 50 to 60 percent of persons with dementia have Alzheimer's.

A team of nurses, physicians and social workers at the University of Minnesota

Hospi tals Alzheimer's and Related Disorders Clinic is trying to keep Sands out of

that nursing home. Right now, they can't offer him a cure, but they are helping his

family continue to keep him at home.

"Aging and dementia are not synonymous, although dementia occurs more commonly

with advancing age," said university neurologist David Knopman. "Someone who is

demented just can't be passed off as being old. It is also incorrect to use the

terms dementia and senility synonymously."

Alzheimer'S, named after a German neurologist who first described the disease

in 1906, is an insidious disease that strikes both men and women without warning or

reason. Though most Victims are in their 50s and 60s, Alzheimer's frequently

appears in people in their 40s and, on rare occasion, even younger. Patients suffer

steady deterioration, usually over a period of 5 to 10 years.

(MORE)
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An estimated 10 to 15 percent of people 65 years of age and older in the United

States suffer from dementia, according to a government report. As many as 1 to 2

million people in this age group have Alzheimer's.

The cause of Alzheimer's disease is unknown, though two general theories have

been put forth. Some scientists believe the disorder may result from the brain's

response to injury. Others think a specific agent -- virus, toxin, genetic trait or

environmental substance -- causes the illness, a more widely held theory.

Autopsies of victims reveal senile plaque, or masses of degenerating nerve

material surrounding cores of an abnormal protein. The disease is also characterized

by neurofibrillary tangles, or strangely twisted bundles of fibers in the nerve

cells.

Alzheimer's develops gradually, usually over a period of several years.

Symptoms include memory lOSS, impaired jUdgment, disorientation and loss of language

skills. Personality changes also are common. Some patients become very anxious and

depressed whereas others turn hyperactive. As intellectual abilities slowly

decline, other problems, such as difficulty in walking, surface.

At University Hospitals, persons suspected of having Alzheimer's disease

complete a three-day evaluation that includes a series of physical, neurological and

psychological tests. While the patient undergoes examination by a neurologist and a

psychologist, the family meets with a nurse-clinician and a social worker. When the

evaluation is completed, the team members meet to discuss and share their findings.

In making the diagnosis, the health care team must rule out diseases that have

symptoms similar to those of Alzheimer's. Every patient undergoes an electroenceph

alogram, blood tests and a CAT scan to turn up tumors or diseases causing mental

dysfunction. An examination may reveal signs of hematomas, minor strokes or

Parkinson's disease. Because depression can mimic Alzheimer's disease, patients are

also evaluated by a psychiatrist.

"A thorough evaluation, looking at the patient independent of age, is vital to

(MORE)
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uncover one of those treatable causes such as depression, brain tumors or thyroid

deficiencies," said Knopman. Between 15 and 20 percent of all cases seen in the

clinic are not Alzheimer's disease and have a potentially treatable cause.

Patients at first may successfully mask the problem. For example, if father

regularly goes for long walks along familiar streets but finds himself disoriented,

he may shorten the excursion, justifying the change by saying: "I'm getting older

and just can't walk as far."

As the disease advances, memory loss becomes obvious. The victim can recall

names of only a few people and may retain new information only 10 to 15 minutes.

Behavior changes become acute. Some patients are depressed and irritable whereas

others turn apathetic. A few become physically threatening.

"All (family members) are told right off the bat that we're treating families

as opposed to offering any sort of cure. Hopefully, we will have a cure in the

future, but right now we don't. Our goal is to keep families together and the

patients at home," said Sue Deinard, a nurse-clinician.

Common sense, reducing stress and lots of patience are the keys to successful

management of an Alzheimer's patient, according to the Minnesota health care team.

University Hospitals Alzheimer's and Related Disorders Clinic, established in

May 1982, offers both evaluation and patient management services. In the majority

of cases, Alzheimer's disease has been diagnosed preViously and patients have

advanced to the middle or later stages of illness. More than 100 patients were

evaluated during the program's first 18 months.

The initial contact with the university clinic usually results from a crisis at

home, according to Deinard. A spouse or parent may be missing for many hours and

feared hurt or a father may fail to recognize a daughter who visi ts home several

times a week.

In most cases, family members can recall problems that occurred years before

the formal medical diagnosis of the disease. They may remember dad continually

(MORE)
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misplacing his keys or mom, once an accomplished chef, serving the same meal two or

three evenings in a row.

One of the goals of the Alzheimer's clinic is to help families better manage a

patient at home. By offering families ideas on stress reduction and behavioral

intervention, clinic staff may be able to help families handle care themselves and

avoid or delay institutionalizing the patient.

A carefully structured environment can ease the impact of memory loss on both

patient and family. For example, if the patient has a tendency to wander away from

the house, indoor locks may help. Placing commonly used food items in the front of

the cupboard can help avoid chaos in the kitchen. "Most of these suggestions come

from other patients and relatives," said Deinard.

"Some patients who are qUite disoriented can function quite well at home,"

Knopman said. "It is usually when disruptive behavior becomes a significant problem

that the family can no longer care for the patient themselves."

-UNS
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JII~1l CARTER TO DELIVER
CARLSON LECTURE AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Former President Jimmy Carter will be the next Distinguished Carlson Lecturer

at Northrop Auditorium Harch 6 at 12: 15 p.m. Carter's address, titled "Priorities

for a Great Nation," is free and open to the public. It is made possible by a gift

from Carlson Companies to the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs at the

University of Minnesota.

Carter, who was president from 1911 to 1981, is best remembered for his commit-

ment to human rights and his efforts to achieve peace in the Middle East, which

resulted in the historic signing of the Camp David peace accords.

Before assuming the presidency, Carter was a peanut farmer in Plains, Ga., for

more than 20 years. He chaired the Congressional Campaign Committee of the

Democratic National Committee in 1914. Carter served as governor of Georgia from

1911 to 1915 and in the Georgia senate from 1963 to 1961. He is a graduate of the

U.S. Naval Academy and served in the Navy from 1946 to 1953. He has received seven

honorary degrees.

Since 1982, Carter has been distinguished professor at Emory University. He is

the author of "Why Not the Best?" (1915), "A Government as Good as Its People"

(1917) and "Keeping Faith/Memoirs of a President" (1982).

The Humphrey Institute is planning several events related to Carter's visit,

including a series of universi ty forums and a day long symposium for high school

students. Four noontime forums will be held to discuss the Carter presidency. They

will be held in 351 Coffman Union on the east bank of the Universi ty of Hinnesota

Minneapolis campus Feb. 27 and 29 and March 2 and 5. Topics for

(MORE)
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discussion will include the Camp David peace accords and Carter's human rights

policies. University faculty and community leaders will participate.

Carter's address will be the highlight of the "Humphrey Scholars Symposium," to

be attended by 450 select high school students from 150 schools across Hinnesota.

This day long series of workshops at the university will focus on the theme

"Prospects for Peace: Europe and the Middle East."

The Carlson Lecture Series was established by the Humphrey Institute with a $1

million gift from Curtis L. Carlson, founder and chairman of the board of the

Minneapolis-based Carlson Companies. The purpose of the Carlson Lecture Series is

to bring distinguished national and international leaders to the Humphrey Institute

to speak on current topics of public interest. Past speakers have included Sen.

Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., former Vice President Walter Mondale, Vermont Gov. Richard

Snelling, Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young, Jeane Kirkpatrick, U.S. ambassador to the

United Nations, and Coretta Scott King.

NOTE TO NEWS PEOPLE: THERE WILL BE A PRESS CONFERENCE FOLLOWING CARTER'S SPEECH; A

NEWS ADVISORY WILL BE SENT WHEN SPECIFICS ARE ARRANGED.

-UNS-
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SOVIET-US RIVALRY SUBJECT
OF U OF M PROFESSOR'S TALK

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact DEANE MORRISON, (612) 373-7514

The Western European viewpoint of the Soviet-American rivalry and arms control

will be the focus of P. Terrence Hopmann's talk, "Is There a Future For Arms Control

-- And Us?: The Western European View," at 6 p.m. Feb. 28, on the third floor of

Murray Hall at the College of St. Thomas in St. Paul.

In 1983, Hopmann was a Fulbright-Hays Fellow and Visiting professor at the

College of Europe in Bruges, Belgium. He observed the arms control talks in Geneva

and interviewed many of the participants at NATO Headquarters in Brussels. He is

now a political science professor at the University of Minnesota and faculty coordi-

nator of the Harold Stassen Program for \'1orld Peace at the uni versi ty's Hubert H.

Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs.

Hopmann's presentation will be the main feature at a meeting of International

Forum (INFO), a new non-partisan organization for people interested in foreign

affairs. INFO was established under the auspices of the World Affairs Center and

the Minnesota International Center. There is no admission charge for the meeting,

but a donation for refreshments is requested.

-UNS-
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AAUP TO HEAR ANDERSEN REPORT
ON FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Elmer L. Andersen, chairman of the Governor's Commission on the Future of

Higher Education in Minnesota, will speak on the commission's work at the spring

meeting of the State Conference of the American Association of University Professors

(AAUP) March 2 at Hamline University.

The commission's report, which is expected to have far-reaching effects on

legislation concerning higher education in the state, will be made to the

Legislature when it convenes in March.

Gov. Rudy Perpich appointed the commission a year ago. It has 10 members from

throughout the state.

Andersen's talk will be at 1:30 p.m. in 100E of Giddens Learning Center at the

corner of Snelling and Hewitt avenues, St. Paul. The talk will be open to the

public, according to Professor Robert Sloan, president of the Minnesota Conference

of AAUP.

-UNS-
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NORMAN a1towN, U OF M AG EXTENSION
HEAD, RESIGNS; WILL WORK FOR KELLOGG

(FOR IMMEDIA~E RELEASE)

Norman A. Brown, dean and director of the University of Minnesota Agricultural

Extension &!rvice, Wednesday (Feb. 22) announced his resignation effective July 1.

Brown has accepted a position as program director with the W. K. Kellogg Foundation

in Battle~reek, Mich. He will lead the foundation's efforts in agric~lture

worldwide and will work in leadership development and youth programs.

In announcing his resignation, Brown oalled his four years at the University of

Minnesota "the most challenging and rewarding of my professional career." He

affirmed his strong belief in the land-grant concept, but said extension still has a

lot to do. "1 continue to believe that extension in this country must change and
/'~

adapt much more rapidly if it is to continue to merit adequate support," he said.

In describing Minnesota's progress he said, "We're on the way to~atd making

necessary changes ••• increased emphasis on excellence in programming, improved

use of emerging technologies in delivery, greater risk taking, improved priority

setting and reallocation, improved involvement of advisory groups, more business-

like management, more decisiveness, greater emphasis· on affirmative action and more

productivity."

Of Brown's resignation, institute. deputy vice president Richard Sauer said:

"It's the saddest day of my four years in Minnesota. I believe Norm Brown provided

outstanding leadership during some difficult times. He has had tremendous impact

and influence on the Universi ty in total and on the entire state of Minnesota. I
can understand and appreciate his decision to leave, but those of us who have had
the privilege of working with him will miss him a great deal."

Sauer said he plans to name an acting director within the week and would
appoint a search committee after conferring with appropriate faculty and staff.

(A35;Bl;C35;D35;E35) -UNS-
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"REYNARD THE ro.n IS MARCH 3
PRODUCTIOlf OF U or'M IQUNG
PBOPL,'S Ta~TRE ,

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Younl$ ,'eople's ~n~,ersity Tbeatre will present Arth\lr Fauq\lez's play "Reynard

tbe Fox" at, 11 a.;~. and 2 p.lI. Marah 3 1n tbe Arena Thea.,-er of Rarig.ceDt~r on the

west bank at the University of'Minne$ota's MinneapOiis aampus•.

"Reynard" was first produaed under the ti tle "Le Roman :de Renart" in 1958 by

the Theatre de l'Sofance in Brussels, Bel.ium. Set in the heart of the forest, the

play has sev.n oharacters: Tieaelln the Crow, Reverend !pinard the Hedgebog, Brun
,..

the Bear, Ysengrin the Wolf, Noble the Lion, Reynard the Fox and Lendore the Marmot.

Reynard cannot resist playing tricks on his animal friends. Noble, the king of the

forest, orders Reynard not to commit more that 24 offenses in a year or he will be

punisbed. The other animals diligently record every transgression. Reynard finally

redeems himself by saving his friends tram danger when an intruder-- man -- enters

the forest. The play illustrates the lood and tbe bad in human character and the

hypocrisy of those who would judge others.

The productlo~, directed by Laurie ~ro"IIlaD" teatu~sWil).~am ~~ra)' as Rey

nard, Debra Joy Blindllan as Tiecelin, Terrence Paul Dunn as Noble and Barth W. Ward

as Brun. Jon O. ,Erikson designed the costUiIles.

All tickets are $2.25. For turther information contact Pat Garrett Henderson

at (612) 373-4669.

-UNS-
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SIX U OF M RESEARCHERS
RECEIVE NATIONAL AWARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
I

Six University of Minnesota faculty members are among the 200 scientists and

engineers who received the first Presidential Young Investigator Awards, an honor

that could bring the university $3 million for research.

The awards, administered through the National Science Foundation, carry an

annual grant of $25,000, which may be renewed annually for up to five years. In

addition, the NSF will match dollar for dollar up to $37,000 funds secured from

industrial sources. Thus, each award can reach a maximum of $500,000.

The six winners, all from the Institute of Technology, are: Paul Barbara,

assistant professor of chemistry; Max Donath, assistant professor of mechanical

engineering; Klavs F. Jensen, assistant professor of chemical engineering and mate-

rials science; Mitchell B. Luskin, associate professor of mathematics; serge Rudaz,

assistant professor of physics; and Matthew V. Tirrell, associate professor of

chemical engineering and materials science. They were selected from 1,549 nominees

across the nation.

Barbara's primary research interest is laser spectroscopy; Donath's is robotics

and bioengineering. Jensen studies chemical process design and control; Luskin

stUdies numerical analysis. Rudaz's specialty is high energy theoretical physics

and Tirrell's is polymer engineering.

The award, inaugurated this year, is intended to help universities attract and

retain outstanding young scientists who might otherwise pursue non-teaching careers.

Nominees must have held their dootoral degrees for no more than seven years and

should belong to institutions capable of securing outside funding.

(MORE)
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"We're extremely proud," said V. Rama Murthy, acting dean of the institute.

"This honor speaks to the excellence of the programs of the institute and the

university. We're working now to secure the matching funds."

Kenneth H. Keller, vice president for academic affairs, said the awards recog

nized the superb quality of the university's young faculty. "Since a university's

future depends on the development of its young faculty, the grants give us great

reason to be optimistic," Keller said. "In addition, and perhaps most importantly,

these unrestricted funds, providing five years of support for these scholars, will

allow them to take risks in their research, to explore new ideas without the need

for producing immediate results. That is the situation in which great advances

occur."

-UNS-
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MOON TO BE AT FARTHEST POINT
FROM EARTH IN MARCH

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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On March 2 the moon will be at the farthest point from Earth that it will be on

any day between the years 1750 and 2100. This distancing is a temporary result of

the shape of Earth's orbit around the sun.

The moon's retreat is largely caused by the much ballyhooed Jupiter Effect of

early 1982, when a rare, rough line-up of planets was supposed to have caused a

spate of earthquakes, volcanos and other disasters on Earth, said University of

Minnesota astronomer Mark Slovak. The Jupiter Effect caused no such Armaggedon, of

course, but it did create a tug on the shape of Earth's orbit around the sun, making

it a bit more elliptical. Because of the geometry of ellipses, the moon's orbit was

also made more elliptical, causing it to swing both farther and closer to earth than

it usually does. The far point from these combined effects occurs March 2.

Added to this Jupiter Effect on the moon's distance from earth is another,

more permanent, distancing of the moon from Earth, Slovak said. As Earth spins

fast under its rotating moon, the moon's gravity creates tidal bulges on Earth's

oceans and land. This tidal pull creates friction that is gradually slowing down

Earth's rotation by a small fraction of a second every year. By the physical law

called the conservation of angular momentum -- the same principle that deflects

momentum away from a spinning skater when the skater's arms are extended toward an

outside object -- this energy is transferred within the Earth-moon orbital system to

the moon. With this extra energy, the moon is slowly but steadily pulling farther

away from Earth all the time.
(MORE)
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Despite this movement away from the Earth, the moon will not be lost. Over a

hundred years or so, the Jupiter Effect's disruption will lessen, allowing Earth's

orbit around the sun to become less elliptical again. The moon's orbit around Earth

will then imitate this effect. So, although the moon is always retreating a bit,

the stronger, cyclical Jupiter Effect, which occurs every few hundred years, will

gradually reverse, allowing the moon to draw nearer to Earth again. Toward the end

of the 21st century the moon will be about a thousand miles closer to Earth than it

will be on March 2 when it will be a full 252,719 miles away.

Unfortunately, March 2 happens also to be new moon, the one day each month when

the moon is invisible, Slovak said. This happens when the moon moves between Earth

and the sun, and the side of the moon facing Earth is unable to collect sunlight.

However, the moon -- still at a record-setting distance -- should be visible on

March 3 or 4 as a slender crescent in the western sky at sunset. It will not look

noticeably smaller.

-UNS-
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(FOR RELEASE ANY TIME) Feature story from the
University of Minnesota
News Service, 6 Morrill Hall
100 Church St. S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-7517
February 29, 1984

NEW DRUG BLOCKS NARCOTICS,
COULD BE USED AGAINST ADDICTIONS

By Jeanne K. Hanson
University News Service
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Achemical compound that blocks the effects of narcotics by acting on brain

cells has been patented at the University of Minnesota and will be licensed for

development within the next few days. The licensee is a new biotechnology company

called Nova Pharmaceutical Corporation in Morristown, New Jersey.

First uses for the drug, called beta-FNA (beta-funaltrexamine), will probably

be as a narcotic blocker for addicts motivated to get off morphine or heroin and as

an additive to block the effects of codeine in cough syrup, which is sometimes

abused, said drug inventor Philip Portoghese, professor of medicinal chemistry at

the university.

The drug will not reach the market for several years at least, depending on its

progress in passing the four remaining stages of FDA approval, Portoghese said. It

is currently available only to scientists using it in drug chemistry experiments or

as a probe in brain or drug research on animals. "We synthesized this drug as a

tool for studying brain chemistry -- the medical uses are only a spin-off,"

Portoghese said.

Beta-FNA may later be used to suppress appetites and treat some kinds of mental

illness and hypertension -- all thought to be managed via similar chemical pathways

in the brain. However, these future uses are highly speculative at this point,

Portoghese said. "The brain's wiring is far too complicated for us to even guess

now at how it might work here," he added.

Beta-FNA is unique because it is both highly selective in its action within the

brain and notably long-acting, Portoghese said. It acts by mimicking the effects of

(MORE)
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one of the body's natural painkillers, probably beta endorphin. Because beta-FNA

and the body's natural painkillers have some chemical similarities, beta-FNA can

take over the same receptor sites on brain cells, blocking their receptivity to

narcotics for about four days. No other narcotic antagonist selects for only one

type of receptor site or acts for more than several hours at a time, Portoghese

said.

Because beta-FNA is selective it can direct the way the brain transmits

electrochemical messages among its approximately 100 billion nerve cells. Without

the ability to target these messages to some of the thousands of specific receptor

sites on each cell, the brain's messages, including those from painkillers, would

always be scrambled.

The beta-FNA compound unerringly selects the receptor sites used by the family

of natural painkillers called the endorphins and enkephalins. These natural pain

killers are neuromodulators that relieve stress of all kinds by fine-tuning the

effects of the brains neurotransmitters -- the basic conveyers of nervous system

impulses. Of the three major types of painkiller or opioid receptor sites -- mu,

kappa and delta beta-FNA further selects only the mu sites to block, adjusting to

their shape and electrical charge in order to communicate with them.

The sites beta-FNA selects are the same ones to which the morphine family of

street drugs attaches, allowing beta-FNA to block a "high" from these drugs for any

of the half million or so people addicted to morphine and heroin drugs. An addict

taking a drug like morphine or heroin on the days that beta-FNA was physiologically

active would feel no effect from the drug. A high from the abuse of codeine cough

syrup could also be blocked in this way.

Before blocking the receptor s1 tes and thus the street-drug high, beta-FNA's

own painkilling or analgesic function may be felt by the addict as a slight,

temporary sensation. This effect, conveyed via the kappa receptor sites, would

always be minor compared to the compound's blocking effect, and could not be

(MORE)
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significantly enhanced by taking more beta-FNA, since that would also increase the

blocking effect. The monkeys on which the compound was tested in a lab at The

Medical College of Virginia did not register this slight high along with the long

lasting blocking effect, but the human reaction will not be definitely known until

human trials begin, Portoghese said.

Any sensation, no matter how brief, could be an advantage, he added.

Naltrexone, the only other narcotic antagonist used in treating addicts, conveys no

analgesic effect whatsoever and therefore was of only limited success in helping

addicts in clinical studies. With absolutely no sensation to experience, most of

them simply dropped out of the program.

Methadone maintenance is an entirely different strategy for addicts, Portoghese

noted, since it involves SUbstituting one addictive drug for another. Beta-FNA is

not addictive, Portoghese said.

-UNS-
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AUDIO ADVISORY: Taped actualities
from the Carter lecture and press
conference will be available from
University of Minnesota Newsline
(612)376-8000 from 4 p.m. Tuesday
(3/6) until 4 p.m. Wednesday (3/7).
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FEBRUARY 29, 1984
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

Former President Jimmy Carter will be the next Distinguished Carlson Lecturer

at Northrop Auditorium March 6 at 12: 15 p.m. Carter's address, titled "Priorities

for a Great Nation," is free and open to the pUblic. It is made possible by a gift

from Carlson Companies to the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs at the

University of Minnesota.

Northrop Auditorium, which seats about 4,500 people, will be equipped with a

camera platform and mult boxes. A press section will be designated near the stage

and signs will be posted to direct media.

There is a press conference scheduled from 1:45 to 2:15 backstage at Northrop

following Carter's address. Carter will not give individual interviews during his

visit.

Carter's address is scheduled to end at 1:15 p.m. Press should wait to go

backstage until the auditorium has cleared. They will be admitted backstage at the

west stage entrance only and will need identification to be admitted.

The press conference will be taped in its entirety for the television program

Minnesota Issues, hosted by Professor Arthur Naftalin of the Humphrey Institute and

produced by University Media Resources. The press conference will be observed by

150 high school seniors from across the state as part of a "Humphrey Scholars

Symposium."

Both Carter's talk and the press conference will be signed for the hearing

impaired.

Parking for media will be available on the south side of Pillsbury Drive, which

is east of Church Street.

-UNS-
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INFORMATION FOR PUBLIC PARKING AT CARTER LECTURE

Note to Media: If you run another mention of the Carter lecture at the University
of Minnesota, we would appreciate it if you could also run some or all of this
public parking information. Many people are so discouraged about finding parking
spaces at the university that they don't even attempt to attend these lectures.
Humphrey Institute officials are confident that there will indeed by enough parking
for this event.

Free guaranteed parking for the Jimmy Carter lecture at 12:15 p.m. March 6 will

be available at the state fairgrounds lot and the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome

parking ramp. Complimentary shuttle-bus service will be available between these

locations and Northrop Auditorium between 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

Parking should also be available at the following locations:

--Ramp C, the health sciences ramp on Oak Street at Delaware Street S.E. To

find the ramp, take Washington or University avenue to Oak Street and turn south on

Oak. Or take 1-94 to the University of Minnesota exit and follow Fulton Avenue west

to Oak Street and turn right.

From Ramp C you can either walk down one block to Washington Avenue and turn

left, proceeding down Washington to Northrop Mall (the auditorium is at the end of

the mall), or you can take one of the reserved shuttle buses to Northrop. Buses will

run between 10: 30 a.m. and 2: 30 p.m.

--Fourth Street lots. These lots are all roughly between Oak Street and 15th

Avenue S.E., just a short walk from Northrop.

--Level 3 of Ramp B, just behind Coffman Union on East River Road. Attendants

or signs will direct you to Coffman Union; from there you need only cross Washington

Avenue and walk down the mall to Northrop Auditorium.

For further parking information, call 376-9789.
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JAPANESE EXPERT TO SPEAK
ON JAPAN'S INDUSTRIAL POLICY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Chalmers Johnson t a noted authority on Japan t will speak on "American

Underestimation of Japanese Industrial Policy" during a luncheon, March 6 at noon in

the atrium of the Sheraton-Midway Hotel in St. Paul.

Johnson is a professor of political science at the University of California at

Berkeley, where he chaired the Center for Chinese Studies and the Center for

Japanese and Korean Studies. His 1982 book t "MITI and the Japanese Miracle: The

Growth of Industrial Policy, 1925-1975," has been translated into Japanese and

widely read in America and Japan. His other books include "Revolutionary Change,"

"Japan's Public Policy Companies" and "Autopsy on People's War." His writings have

appeared in World Politics, China Quarterly, the Journal of Asian Studies, Foreign

Affairs and the American Political Science Review as well as the Washington Post,

the New Republic, the New York Times and Commentary magaZine.

Johnson is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and has been a

consultant to the RAND Corporation, the National Endowment for the Humanities and

National Public Radio, where he has been a regular panelist.

The luncheon is co-sponsored by the Japan-American Society of Minnesota and the

Chicago Council on Foreign Relations. Reservations may be made until March 5 by

sending a check payable to the University of Minnesota to the World Affairs Center,

306 Wesbrook Hall, 77 Pleasant St. S.E. t Minneapolis, MN 55455, For more informa-

tion call the center at 373-3799.

(AO t 8,12a,13;B1,8) -UNS-



AUDIO ADVISORY: Taped actualities
from the news conference can be
obtained by calling (612) 376-7676
from 2 p.m. Wednesday (3/7) until
4 p.m. Thursday (3/8).
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MEMO TO NF:viS PEOPLE

New foreign language entrance and graduation requirements passed recently by

the College of Liberal Arts at the University of Minnesota will be explained at a

news conference Wednesday (March 7) at 10:30 a.m. in 8-12 Morrill Hall.

The new entrance standards and graduation requirements, which are expected to

be approved by the CLA Assembly March 6, will encourage students to take more

introductory language courses in high school. The entrance standard will affect

high school and junior high school students throughout Minnesota who expect to

attenq the university.

CLA Dean Fred Lukermann and associate dean for faculty affairs Russell Hamilton

will speak at the news conference. Professor Byron Marshall, chair of the Task

Force on Foreign Language Instruction, Professor Ray Wakefield, director of the CLA

project on Enhancement of Second Language Acquisition, and Jermaine Arendt, co-

director of the project, will be available following the press conference to answer

additional questions from the media.

News media seeking audio or video for a story may call Joyce Wascoe at 373-0381

to get admitted to language classes or the language laboratory.

-UNS-
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BORICH TO BE ACTING DIRECTOR
OF U OF MINNESOTA AG EXTENSION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Patrick J. Barich, currently an associate director, will be acting director and

dean of the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension Service when Director

Norman A. Brown leaves the university July 1. Brown last week announced he was

resigning to become a program director with the W.K. Kellogg Foundation in Battle

Creek, Mich.

Richard J. Sauer, deputy vice president of the Institute of Agricuture,

Forestry and Home Economics at the university, said, "It was with the greatest

regret that I accepted Norm Brown's resignation. However, I feel that Pat Barich is

committed to continuing the work started by Norm in making the Agricultural

Extension Service more effective and more responsive to the needs of the people of

Minnesota."

As associate director, Borich has had administrative responsibility for

personnel and staff development, program evaluation and extension research for the

Agricultural Extension Service. The Alborn, Minn., native is a former county

extension agent, area extension agent and coordinator, district supervisor, state

leader for extension research and education and assistant director. Borich, who

taught high school before his university appointment, holds bachelor's and master's

degrees from the University of Minnesota and a Ph.D. from the University of Chicago.

Sauer also appointed Gail McClure acting associate director, effective July 1.

She will temporarily replace Barich as associate director and help him to provide

leadership during the transition period. McClure is head of the extension service's
communication resources department.

A search committee charged with finding a new director will soon be appointed
according to Sauer.

(A35;B1;C35jD35jE35jG7,8) -UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact DEANE MORRISON, (612) 373-7514

SURVEY SHOWS
SORORITY, FRATERNITY MEMBERS
AS LIKELY TO WORK AS OTHER STUDENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Students active in sororities or fraternities are as likely as the general

student population to hold part-time jobs, a recent survey of the University of

Minnesota Twin Cities campus showed.

The Student Organization Development Center conducted the written poll, which

questioned 1,090 students active in 13 sororities and 13 fraternities -- more than

half of all students inVolved in the Greek system on the Twin Cities campus.

Seventy-two percent of these students -- 69 percent of women and 75 percent of men

-- indicated that they worked at least part time. A 1981 study by the center found

that 73 percent of the university's overall undergraduate population worked.

"This survey may refute the notion that this fraction of the student population

is relatively wealthy," said Tom Shandley, an adviser at the center. "The typical

fraternity or sorority member seems, like most students at the University of

Minnesota, to need to supplement his or her educational resources by working part-

time."

-UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact DEANE MORRISON, (612) 373-7514

CENTENNIAL SHOWBOAT TO PRESENT
"COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO" THIS SUMMER

'(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A dashing hero, a beautiful heroine and traitorous villains will come to life

when the University of Minnesota Centennial Showboat presents "The Count of Monte

Cristo" this summer. The production will open June 12 and run through Sept. 2 on

the Centennial Showboat, a floating riverboat theater anchored in the Mississippi

River below the university's east bank Minneapolis campus.

The show, a melodrama with misoellaneous musical selections, is Charles

Fechter's dramatization of Alexandre Dumas's famous romance novel. In the first

production at New York's Booth's Theatre in 1883, James O'Neill made famous the role

of the passionate and fiery hero, Edmund Dantes. Dantes, newly returned from a long

voyage, intends to marry his sweetheart, Mercedes. But before the marriage can take

place, Dantes is falsely accused of treason and imprisoned. Thinking her lover

dead, Mercedes marries her cousin Fernand -- the ma~ who had secretly b~trayed

Dantes -- and bears Dantes's child. Dantes escapes and vows revenge; in the end,

justice is restored and Dantes is reunited with Mercedes and their child.

"Performances will be Tuesdays through Fridays at 8 p.m., Saturdays at 7 p.m.

and 10 p.m. and Sundays at".q p.m. Sunday matinees will be held at 2 p.m. on June

24, and July 8 and 22, Aug. 5 and 19 and Sept. 2. There will be no performance July
I

4. Ticket prices are $7 for the general pUblic and $6 for students and senior

citizens. Group discounts are available for groups of 25 or more. Tickets will go

on sale May 15. For more information call the ticket office at 373-2337 or Pat

Henderson at 373-4669.

-UNS-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

The draft of a University of Minnesota budget plan for 1984-85 will be up for

review by the University of Minnesota Board of Regents during meetings Thursday and

Friday (March 8 and 9).

The budget plan focuses on the state funds portion of the universi ty's total

budget. The discussion of'the budget plan precedes the approval of next year's full

bUdget in June or July.

During their meetings the regents will also discuss student pay rates on the

coordinate campuses, faculty tenure regulations and the bill introduced by Sen.

Ronald Dicklich, DFL-Hibbing, that would grant greater autonomy to the Duluth

campus.

The schedule of meetings and a selection of agenda items follows:

--Joint meeting of the Board of Regents and the Faculty Consultative Committee,

9 a.m. Thursday, 238 Morrill Hall. Discussion of proposed changes in faculty tenure

regUlations.

--Non-public meeting to discuss matters in litigation, 11 a.m.

--Educational policy and long-range planning committee, 1:30 p.m., 238 Morrill

Hall. Proposed changes in the graduate student tuition plan.

--Budget and legislative coordinating committee, 1:30 p.m., 300 Morrill Hall.

Update on legislative matters and discussion of the Dicklich bill to establish

Duluth campus's autonomy.

--Facul ty, staff and student affairs commi ttee, 3 p.m. Thursday, 238 Morrill

Hall. Further discussion of student pay rates, but the discussion will be confined

to rates paid to students on the DUluth, Morris, Crookston and Waseca campuses.

--Physical plant and investments committee, 3 p.m. Thursday, 300 Morrill Hall.

(OVER)
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Proposal to increase the mandatory outside bid limit from $500 to $2,000•

. --Committee of the whole, 8:30 a.m. Friday, 238 Morrill Hall. Discussion of the

1984-85 draft bUdget plan. An overview of the ways the university helps the

unemployed will also be presented. If terms of the proposed contract with Midwest

Cable and Satellite for telecast of university sports and educational programs are

finalized by then, that contract will also be d~scussed.

--Full board meeting, 10:30 a.m. Friday, 238 Morrill Hall. Six Institute of

Technology faculty members named Presidential Young Investigators will be honored by

the board. Final approval of action taken in committees.

-UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact LYNETTE LAMB, (612) 373-7504

CORRECTION

Please disregard the March 7 release entitled "U of Minnesota's College of

Liberal Arts Tightens Language Requirement, Sets Entrance Standard" that begins "A

foreign language entrance standard••••" It was sent by mistake and should be

replaced with the attached release.

Sorry for this mix-up.

-UNS-



U OF MINNESOTA'S
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
TIGHTENS LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT,
SETS ENTRANCE STANDARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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By 1988, students who enroll in popUlar foreign language courses on the

University of Minnesota Twin Cities campus will need three years of high school

foreign language, if standards established yesterday by the College of Liberal Arts

are approved by the university's Board of Regents. Students who do not have those

high school classes will be required to make them up at the university for no

credit.

This change, when instituted, will make CLA the first college in Minnesota to

set such a foreign language standard. CLA is the largest college within the

university and the only one on the Twin Cities campus to offer foreign language

classes. The standard is meant to encourage more students to study foreign

languages in high school.

The entrance standard, along with a stronger foreign language graduation

requirement for CLA stUdents, were both endorsed by the CLA Assembly Tuesday (March

6). They will go into effect in fall 1986 if approved by both the Minnesota Higher

Education Coordinating Board and the Board of Regents.

The new entrance standard will be phased in beginning in fall 1986. That year,

students who want to enroll in foreign language courses will be required to have had

one year of high school foreign language. In 1987, students will need two years of

high school foreign language and in 1988 three years will be required. This

standard will affect high school and junior high school students now planning their

high school programs.

(MORE)
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If students do not meet these standards, they have two options: First, they

may still take the most commonly taught languages -- French, German or Spanish -

but must take them for no credit until they have met the standard. This could mean

taking up to three quarters of language classes for no credit; one quarter of

college study is equivalent to one year of high school study. The other option

would be to take anyone of CLA's other 28 languages for credit.

If students do meet the entrance requirements, they may either continue in the

language they studied in high school or begin any other language at the entry level

for credit.

At the same time, eLA has increased from five quarters to six the foreign

language requirement for its bachelor of arts students. Therefore, a student who

has met the entrance standard would still have to take three additional quarters of

language at the university level to graduate from CLA.

In a further tightening of the graduation requirements, the CLA Assembly

eliminated an option that had allowed students to complete half their foreign

language requirements through foreign culture courses.

Several other departments, such as chemistry, mathematics and English, already

require high school courses or proficiency exams for admission to entry-level

courses. They also offer remedial courses for no credit.

The new requirements and standards were recommended by the CLA Task Force on

Foreign Language Instruction, appointed a year ago. The task force, which consulted

high school principals, teachers and other educators before making its

recommendations, found that both state and national experts echoed the findings of

the 1919 President's Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies, which

had called American incompetency in foreign languages "scandalous."

Few students take advantage of the variety of second languages available to

them in college, said the CLA task force report; those students who do take

languages tend to study French, German or Spanish. "We are not fulfilling one of

(MORE)
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the basic requisites for international studies at the university," said the report.

"Students tend increasingly to begin any study of a second language at the

college level, and most of them never achieve more than beginner's knowledge of a

second language," the report concluded.

"There are increasing numbers of high school students who don't have language

preparation," said CLA Dean Fred Lukermann. The percentage of students entering CLA

with three years of high school language dropped from 63.8 in 1967 to 17.1 in 1981,

despi te the fact that language classes are available to 87 percent of Minnesota's

high school students.

"It is clear that in a more integrated world, the United States is

disadvantaged by its monolingualism," Lukermann said. "Internationalization of

business, society and the economy will not reverse itself."

Last fall, CLA instituted the Enhancement of Second Language Acquisition (ESLA)

project, which is designed to help high schools and CLA meet the new language

requirements.

An ESLA seminar this summer will train high school and college teachers in

proficiency testing. Eventually, CLA plans to move from a language standard based on

the number of class years to one determined by proficiency exams.

The ESLA project is seeking more than $500,000 from the state Legislature and

foundations to replace the antiquated universi ty language laboratory, to begin a

talented youth program in high schools that would provide advanced language courses

and college scholarships for outstanding students and to teach intensive summer

courses in several less frequently studied languages like Japanese and Arabic.

-UNS
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A foreign language entrance standard was established yesterday by the

University of Minnesota's College of Liberal Arts (CLA) on the Twin Cities campus,

making it the first college in Minnesota to set such a standard. It is expected to

encourage more students to begin studying foreign languages in high school.

The entrance standard and a stronger foreign language graduation requirement,

both approved by the CLA Assembly Tuesday (March 6), will go into effect in fall

1986, pending review by the Minnesota Higher E;ducation Coordinating Board and the

university's Board of Regents.

The new entrance standard will be phased in. Beginning in fall 1986, students

will be required to have one year of high school foreign language, in 1987 two years

will be required, and in 1988 three years will be required. This standard will

affect high school and junior high school students who are now planning their high

school programs.

If students do not meet the standard, they may take the most commonly taught

languages -- French, German and Spanish -- for no credit or any other language for

credit.

If students do meet the entrance standard, they may continue on in the same

language or begin any other language at the entry level for credit. CLA offers

courses in 28 languages.

At the same time, CLA has increased from five quarters to six the foreign

language graduation requirement for its bachelor of arts degree students. One

(MORE)
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quarter of college study is usually equivalent to one year of high school work.

The CLA Assembly also eliminated an option that had allowed students to

complete half their foreign language requirements through culture courses.

Several other departments, such as chemistry, mathematics and English, already

require high school courses or proficiency exams for admission to entry-level

courses. They also offer remedial courses for no credit.

The new requirements and standards were recommended by the CLA Task Force on

Foreign Language Instruction, appointed a year ago. The task force, which consulted

high school principals, teachers and other educators before making its

recommendations, found that both state and national experts echoed the findings of

the 1979 President's Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies, which

had called American incompetency in foreign languages "scandalous."

Few students take advantage of the variety of second languages available to

them in college, said the CLA task force report; those students who do take

languages tend to study French, German or Spanish. "We are not fulfilling one of

the basic requisites for international studies at the university," said the report.

"Students tend increasingly to begin any study of a second language at the

college level, and most of them never achieve more than beginner's knowledge of a

second language," the report concluded.

"There are increasing numbers of high school students who don't have language

preparation," said CLA Dean Fred Lukermann. The percentage of students entering eLA

with three years of high school language dropped from 63.8 in 1967 to 17.1 in 1981,

despi te the fact that language classes are available to 87 percent of Minnesota's

high school students.

"It is clear that in a more integrated world, the United States is

'disadvantaged by its monolingualism," Lukermann said. "Internationalization of

business, society and the economy will not reverse itself."

(MORE)
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Last fall, CLA instituted the Enhancement of Second Language Acquisition (ESLA)

project, which is designed to help high schools and CLA meet the new language

requirements.

An ESLA seminar this summer will train high school and college teachers in

proficiency testing. Eventually, CLA plans to move from a language standard based on

the number of class years to one determined by proficiency exams.

The ESLA project is seeking more than $500,000 from the state Legislature and

foundations to replace the antiquated universi ty language labora tory, to begin a

talented youth program in high schools that would provide advanced language courses

and college scholarships for outstanding students and to teach intensive summer

courses in several less frequently studied languages like Japanese and Arabic.

-UNS-
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OPERA AT U OF MINNESOTA
HITS HIGH NOTE
DURING MET'S CENTENNIAL VISIT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Imagine a week-long birthday party With operatic greats Plaoido Domingo,

Marilyn Horne, Renata SCotto and Sherrill Milnes all singing "Happy Birthday."

That's a fair desoription of what will transpire in .the University Of Minnesota's

Northrop Auditorium this May when the Metropolitan Opera's centennial tour visits

Minneapolis. The stars of "Met Week," May 21-26, may not actually sing "Happy

Birthday," but their vocal pyrotechnics in seven laVish productions certainly will

pay tribute to America's foremost opera company, which observed its 100th birthday

in October.

The Twin Cities campus is the only university stop on- the Met's 1984 centennial

tour, which coincides with the 40th anniversary of the opera oompany's tirst visit

to Northrop. Given these two occasions, "They particularly wanted to put on a big

show this year," said Ross Smith, Northrop's director of concerts and lectures.

"Big" may be an understatement. For starters, the Met will bring back Wagner's

epic "Die Walkure," the second opera in his famous Ring cycle, for the first time

sinoe the Metts inaugural visit to Northrop in 1945. Metropolitan O~era music

director James Levine will conduct the work, which includes the stirring "Ride of

the Valkyries" and some of the most beautiful vocal passages in the entire Ring

oycle.

Levine also will take the podium for the first touring productions of Mozart's

comic masterpiece "Abduction from the Seraglio," and two lesser-known works, Verdi's

romantic opera "Ermani" and Ricoardo Zandonai's tragic "Francesca da Rimini." The

Met will stage two other new touring productions -- Benjamin Britten's "Pete~

(MORE)
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Grime," and Handel's baroque tour-de-toroe "Rinaldo." Completing the Met Week

schedule will be Puocini's classio melodrama "Tosca."

"They're doing 'Rinaldo' because they have Marilyn Horne," smith said. Mezzo

soprano Horne will tackle the role ot Rinaldo, chiet general ot the Christian

Crusaders, who must deteat the saracens to win the hand ot his beloved. The role,

created tor a baroque-era castrato singer, demands a strength and suppleness or

voice that only a virtuoso like Horne oan deliver. A centennial gitt troll the

canadian government, "R1naldo" marks the tirst produotion ot a Handel opera in the

Met's history.

Smith said the "Peter Grimes" produotion may well be a tribute to tenor

Jon Vickers, who will star as the lonely and reckless Grimes, a role with whioh he

has long been identitied. The late Sir Tyrone Guthrie oreated the Met production in

collaboration with Tanya Moiseiwitsch, whose set designs resemble a series otl9th

century paintings. 'lbe opera -- the only Met Week ottering sung in English -- has

been oredited with putting England on the international operatic map~

Based in New York City's Linooln Center, the Met has toured since its tirst

year. Until the 1960s, the company traveled by chartered train, tollowing a

grueling sohedule tUll ot one-night stands. This year's relatively oomtortable

centenn.!al tour will take the company to seven oities in eight weeks. Sets, cos

tumes, props and other turnishings will travel in a tleet ot trailer trucks;

pertormers and crew now enjoy the oonvenienoe ot jet travel. Ironically, the jet

age alao has increased the time pressure tor some singers. Placido Domingo even

telt it 12 years ago, betore he rooketed to tame as one ot the world's greatest

tenors.

"Domingo last sang here in 1972 in the role ot Faust,"'Smith recalled. "I went

to his dressing room atterwards and he was tearing ott wig, makeup and costume. He

said he didn't mean to be impolite, but he had to hurry to catch a plane so he could

(MORE)
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make a rehearsal in Stuttgart the next day. He had hardly finished a performanoe

here and he had to ruah off to Germany."

Recent Met tours have brought such luminaries as Richard Tucker, Robert

Merrill, Joan Sutherland and Beverly Sills to the Twin Cities. Opera butts still

thrill to memories ot Sutherland as Lucia di Lammermoor in 1964 and Sills as Pamira

in "Siege ot Corinth" in 1975.

Arranging the details behind such glittering performances is a Herculean task.

Showa must be carefully planned to allow for emergencies. Once, said Smith, he ran

into a baritone he knew at the airport. The singer explained he was merely on stand

by tor another baritone and would be told tive minutes atter the pertormance began

Whether ~t was aate to catch the next tlight back to New York.

The specter ot a major star canceling haunts management and singers alike.

Smith told ot the memorable 1969 pertormance ot "Adriana Lecouvreur," in which

legendary tenor Franco Corelli and soprano Renata Tibaldi drove each other to pro-

gressively lot~ier heights ot vocal pertection and earned a standing ovation.

"Corelli had had two Wisdom teeth pulled the day before," Smith said. "Every time

he had a pause, he turned upstage to use a handkerchiet. He tilled tour handker-

ohiets with blood that night."

Opera butts oan get a glimpse ot the action when Twin Cities tenor Vern SUttOD

serves as commentator for a preview ot Met Week March 17 at 10 a.m. in the College

Club in St. PaUl. The preview, hosted by the Twin Cities Opera GUild, is part ot

its salute to the Met centennial. Met soprano Benita Valente, who will appear in

"Rinaldo," also will be in the Twin Cities April 9 and 10 to promote Met Week.

Met Week is sponsored by the university, the Minnesota Orchestral Association

and the Metropolitan Opera in the Upper Midwest, a non-protit oorporation. The

Northrop ticket ottice is taking mail orders until March 26 for subscription

packages -- ottered at disoount prices -- and tor single tickets. Any remaining

seats will go on sale April 18 at Orchestra Hall, Northrop and Dayton's.

-UNS
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A proposed 1984-85 budget of $381.51 million in state money was presented to

the University of Minnesota Board of Regents Friday (March 9), along with a list of

internal adjustments that will add to certain programs and subtract from others.

The budget plan presented today covers only the operations and maintenance fund,

which is made up of state legislative appropriations and tuition. Although the

university's comprehensive budget is much larger and includes private and federal

money, state money pays for most of the cost of educating students, as well as for

administering and maintaining the physical plant.

President C. Peter Magrath described the proposal as a budget that continues

internal shifts of money based on carefully laid out plans designed to strengthen or

maintain certain programs.

Under the plan, the Institute of Technology would receive an increase of

$650,000, primarily for teaching assistantships and new faculty. Institute of

Technology needs are dramatic because enrollment in that college has doubled in the

past 10 years while the college's resources have remained the same, said Kenneth

Keller, vice president for academic affairs.

An additional $549,000 would go to support new technology programs, $329,848

would be used for library acquisitions, $206,356 would go to support veterinary

medicine and $250,000 would go to the veterinary teaching hospital.

Through internal shifts, the Institute of Agriculture, Forestry and Home Econ-

omics would be cut by $175,000, Continuing Education and Extension by $200,000 and

the College of Liberal Arts by $175,000.

(MORE)
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"Budgeting this time is harder than it was last year because it would have been

so easy to fall away from our careful planning process," said Keller. Previous

internal cuts were the result of mid-year losses in state appropriations. This

time, however, colleges are being asked to shift money based on the university's own

needs and priorities. "This is a budget that follows planning rather than planning

that follows the budget," Keller said.

The proposed budget is based on the projection that system-wide enrollment next

year will drop by about 1,700 students from last fall, and that tuition income

available to the universi ty will rise about 9.1 percent. Exact tUition proposals

for next year have not been presented yet, but will be part of the comprehensive

budget that the regents will approve in June or JUly.

The bUdget also includes plans for a 6 percent salary increase for faculty,

based entirely on merit, and a 6 percent salary increase for staff. Magrath said

raising faculty salaries is the highest university-wide priority, and that the goal

is to restore faculty buying power to 1972 levels by 1991.

The budget also includes $300,000 to support new efforts to attract high-

ability students to the University. Magrath told the board that Julieann Carson,

associate dean in the College of Liberal Arts, has been appointed "project manager"

of the high-ability student recruitment effort. Carson, whose promotion to the CLA

spot was approved today, will spend up to half her time for as long as a year

organizing a new student recruitment program for the university system. Magrath

said the project manager concept is being used because student recruitment involves

all university colleges and campuses.

A controversial proposal to lower pay rates for student jobs on all five

campuses was discussed further this month. Last month, more than 100 students

packed the boardroom to express unhappiness with the possibility of lowered pay

rates on the Twin Cities campus. The proposal was originally presented by students
on the coordinate campuses as a way to increase the number of jobs available on
those campuses. Magrath told the board he would not recommend lowering pay rates on
the Twin Cities campus, and suggested that the issue should be decided campus by
campus.
(AO,1;Bl;CO,1;E15) -UNS-
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A device that beams audible sound waves along bones to check the function of

joints has been invented by a team of electrical engineers and medical researchers

at the University of Minnesota. Research and development of the acoustic

arthromodulograph will be described Thursday (March 15) at the annual meeting of the

International Association for Dental Research in Dallas.

Listening to jaws to diagnose clicking and locking problems is the first use

for the low-frequency biotechnology device, which has been tested on 21 human jaws

and four dog jaws and hips so far, said James Holte, electrical engineering

professor at the university. As head of the invention team, Holte worked with

researchers in electrical engineering, radiology, orthopedics, dentistry and

veterinary medicine.

Later uses for the device will include precise diagnosis of hip problems in the

elderly -- including mont toring the fit of artificial hip joints, a very common

operation -- and diagnosis of arthritic deposits in any joint from the hand to the

knee to the spine. A whole-body joint survey is ultimately possible, as is basic

research on how joints manage the loads they must endure in ordinary functioning,

Holte said.

The acoustic arthromodulograph improves on other devices now used to diagnose

problems in joints, the researchers say. Methods currently used to detect joint

defects include X-rays, tomagraphs (three-dimensional X-rays), CAT scans (rotated

and computerized three-dimensional X-rays), arthroscopes (which probe joints

directly with fiber optics) and surgical opening of joints. Ultrasound and micro-

(MORE)
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wave devices used for other medical diagnoses do not work well on joints because

bone distorts their wave patterns, Holte said. Advantages of the arthromodulograph

are that it is quick, cheap, precise, non-invasive and provides a unique look at the

joint, Holte said.

"There are no dangers that I can imagine either," Holte added. People who wear

an earphone radio or attend a symphony or rock concert administer much more sound to

their bones than this device does, he said. A small buzzer beeps the sound waves

into the skin over a bone, while a microphone held over skin elsewhere retrieves the

sound wave as it comes out. At a frequency of 1,200 hertz, the audible sound is

between one and two octaves above middle A. The device is thus very different from

the very high frequencies of sound used in ultrasound techniques.

"It's so simple that it's surprising that nobody ever thought of it before,"

Holte said. Before the invention of the device many researchers thought that sound

waves in this frequency range might spread confusingly among nearby bones and

tissues. "Our team just took the time to play around wi th it as an

interdisciplinary group until we got something that worked," he added.

The relatively low-tech device, which easily fits on the top of a card table,

includes a sound emitter and sound receiver attached to a sinusoidal sound wave

synthesizer and to a pen recorder that graphs the pattern of the joint's function in

a set of peaks and valleys. With a possible cost of around $3,000, the

arthromodulograph could become almost as common for joint diagnosis as a stethoscope

is for basic detection of heart problems, Holte said.

Starkey Laboratories, the Minneapolis company that custom-designed the

prototype for the researchers, plans to apply for a patent for the device and to

involve the researchers in the effort, according to David Preves, vice president for

engineering at Starkey.

To use the prototype, the operator places the buzzer over the cheekbone, or

zygomatic arch, and then the sound is turned on. Most of the vibration crosses the

(MORE)
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jaw, or temporomandibular joint, to the jawbone, or mandible. The vibrations are

picked up by a microphone called a transducer at the angle of the mandibular bone.

"The signal received as the jaw opens and closes is the same frequency as the

original sound, but it's modulated in amplitude and phase by the bone and tissues in

between, providing the acoustic profile," Holte said.

The printout that results shows to what extent the jaw is in disharmony. A

lack of fit creates a clicking or locking sound during chewing, indicating some form

of temporomandibular joint dysfunction. This condition occasionally worsens into a

locking of the jaw joint and sometimes requires treatment, said Meyer Leonard, a

research team member and professor of oral and maxillofacial surgery at the

university and chief of Hennepin County Medical Center's program in that branch of

medicine. "People want to be able to open their jaws wide enough to eat a Whopper

or yawn," he added.

Researchers are still experimenting with other locations on the face, including

the chin and teeth, to place the sound emi tter and the microphone. They must also

learn more in general about the way aUdible-frequency sound waves move through bones

and tissues. Like electricity, sound seems to travel along the path of least

resistance, although there is some spread into areas adjacent to the bone where the

sound is administered, Holte said. This blurring will have to be established for

each joint in order to develop a profile of normal joint function, which will enable

practitioners to use the device, Holte said.

Team members besides Holte, Preves and Leonard are: Ron Sakaguchi, university

dental researcher and the person supervising the presentation in Dallas; Richard

Kyle, orthopedic surgeon at the university and Metropolitan Medical Center in

Minneapolis; and Don Feeney and Gary Johnston, university veterinary researchers.

Feeney and Johnston are especially interested in using the device on hip displasia

in dogs and on the leg problems of horses.

-UNS-
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U TBIlTRI AIftIOUNCIS
1981&-85 SEASON

(FOR IHMIDIATE RELEASI)

Six plays and a speoial children's produotion will be presented by University

!beat" at the University of Minnesota durins its 1981&-85 season.

The theatrioal oraaniution will preseDt wTakina Steps," by Alan AJokboume,

Oot. 26 tbroUlb Nov. 11, "The Children'S Hour," by Lillian Hell.an, Nov. 9 throuah

25; "Copperbead," by Bric Brouer, Feb. 1 throulh 11; "The Musio MaD," by Meredith

Vilson, Feb. 22 thro\l8b March 10; "Every.an," author unlcDown, April 19 throusb Hay

5, and "Lady Vinde.ere's Fan," by Oscar Wilde, May 10 throUlh 26.

!be YoUlll r-ople's University Theatre production for ohildren will be "Mother

HiCD," by SUsan Zeder, Oft Marob 9.

For 1nforaation about the season call the University Theatre ticket office at

(612) 313-2331.

-UNS-
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VARIETY, NOT VIOLENCE, IS LOT
OF AVERAGE COP, U RESEARCHER SAYS

By Deane Morrison
University News Service
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Images of police turning dogs loose on civil rights marchers and beating

anti-war demonstrators with night sticks at the 1968 Democratic National Convention

fixed the phrase "police brutalityn indelibly in the American vocabulary.

Richard Sykes heard the charge many times, mostly from minority citizens,

during the civil rights campaigns of the 1950s and 1960s. Sykes, a speech-communi-

cation professor at the University of Minnesota, decided to see for himself whether

there was truth to the charges and to document the daily workings of uniformed

police officers.

"I didntt try to prove either the brutality or the innocence of police -- I

wanted a third perspective," Sykes said. "I also wanted to see if it was possible

to make quantitative observations of the behavior of police at work, and to analyze

the data mathematically.tt

By the time he and several colleagues had spent three years riding with police

in a major Midwestern metropolitan area -- which he declined to name -- Sykes had

observed about 5,000 encounters between officers and citizens. With co-author

Edward E. Brent, he published his findings last year in a book titled "Policing: A

Social Behaviorist Perspectiven (Rutgers University Press). In an interview he

discussed his observations.

nPolice occasionally do use excessive Violence; I have seen it," he said. nBut

the frequency in most departments is immeasurably low -- I would estimate perhaps

once in a thousand encounters."

He explained that it is extremely difficult to eradicate a behavior that occurs

so seldom. However, a strong police chief can control excessive violence by making

(MORE)
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. it clear that such behavior is intolerable and by maintaining an internal affairs·

unit that makes life miserable for offic~!"s who consistently display brutality or·

: poor jUdgment. No other control measure is likely to work, he said.

"I saw a '60 Minutes' episode about a town in California with a high incidence

of police homicide and brutality. It seems to me that the chief must be either

sympathetic to those officers or weak," Sykes said.

This is not to suggest that police naturally tend toward violence, he added.

When police officers begin their careers they have personality traits much like

their peers in other jobs, but the longer they are on the force the more they take

on the values of their occupation.

Normally, uniformed police spend most of their time driVing their beat. Sykes

estimated that officers spend only 10 to 15 percent of their time interacting with

citizens and about 3 percent dealing with clear violations of the law. Most

interactions require officers to take reports, comfort victims of crime, perform

services or mediate disputes.

Although many disputes -- such as domestic or barroom quarrels -- involve no

legal violation, officers often must mediate or arbitrate to prevent violence. In

his book Sykes stressed that the main tool of the police is persuasion. They should

be practiced in the arts of negotiation, acting and the skilled use of threat. For

example, officers sometimes use their uniforms to "invent" authority with which to

persuade and caution people to head off a serious incident. But police cannot

intervene in a legal sense, said Sykes, until an illegal act has been committed.

Nor can they arrest for a misdeameanor -_ a threat, for instance -- unless they

witness the actiVity.

"There's the story of a woman who called the police to complain that her

boyfriend was threatening to beat her up and they told her to call back when he hit

her," Sykes said.

He warned that our society must be aware of becoming overly legalized. For one

thing, officers should be prudent when deciding whether to make an arrest because
(MORE)
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the criminal justice system may not benefit people who are not chronically or

seriously violent.

"I don't think jail is a panacea for occasional minor offenses," he said. "I

have no problem with jailing a chronic violent offender, but officers should use

discretion and informal means such as mediation, arbitration or referring to a

counselor in some cases. This might work better, say, when a husband and wife are

both drunk and having a fight. But I think some male officers have abused their

discretionary powers by not arresting, for example, the chronic wife beater."

Sykes said that female officers might be better than males at handling some

disputes, but he could not say whether there was any sex difference in methods or

results. Statistics show that height doesn't confer any particular advantage, he

said, but he has seen many situations where strength and agility do. For example,

when police answer silent burglar alarm calls from warehouses, they often arrive to

find that the grounds are fenced in. Officers occasionally must scale the fences in

order to catch the burglar. However, he added, there are plenty of out-of-shape

male officers who could not rise to such a demand.

Sykes noticed a paradox in male officers' dealings with citizens: younger,

well-spoken officers got into more fights than did older ones whose private language

often is riddled with ethnic slurs. These older officers changed from a private to

a public persona upon stepping out of the squad car.

"But there seems to be a contest for dominance when young male citizens and

young officers interact," he said. "It has to do with underlying tensions -- the

participants are behaving not as citizen and police but simply as two young males."

Sykes has noticed a national trend toward more education for officers.
Historically, he said, the average cop learned what he knew of law from other cops
on the street. Most formal training concerned how to fill out report forms. But
now, Minnesota requires new peace officers to have courses in subjects such as
firearms and constitutional rights. He also has noticed increases in police admini
stration and in a tendency toward using arrests and jail as deterrents to crime.

He agreed with the idea that the certainty of punishment, not the severity, is
a better deterrent.

"Just look at the faculty members who consistently get ticketed for parking in
certain areas around the university," he said. "Soon they don't do it anymore."

-UNS
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(612) 316-9166.

U.S. ROLE IN CENTRAL AMERICA TO BE
EXAMINED AT U OF M SYMPOSIUM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NEWS SERVICE, 6 MORRILL HALL
100 CHURCH ST. S.E.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
MARCH 26, 1984

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact LEE £DDlSON, (612) 316-9166

Options for the future of U.S. policy in Central America will be explored

during a conference at the University of Minnesota April 1. The symposium is

sponsored by the Harold E. Stassen Project for World Peace in the Hubert H. Humphrey

Institute of PUblic Affairs.

The symposium comes amid extensive Congressional debate about this issue. It

follows incr~ased American military involvement in the region and the report of the

National Bipartisan Commission on Central America, headed by Henry Kissinger. The

conference will explore the nature of the problems in the Central American region

and alternative American response.

The program will consist of two panels. The morning session will examine "The

Internal Situation in Central America." Panelists will include Arturo Cruz Sequira,

a former Sandanista official from Nicaragua who is currently at the Johns Hopkins

School of Advanced International Studies; Kenneth Sharpe, professor of poli tical

science at Swarthmore College and a specialist on El Salvador; and Howard J. Wiarda,

director of the Center for Hemispheric Studies at the American Enterprise Institute

for Policy Research.

The afternoon discussion, "Options for United States Policy in Central America,"

will include Peter Bell of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace; Richard

Feinberg, vice president of the Overseas Development Council; and Gary Wynia,

professor of political science at Carleton College.

The program will be from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Mississippi Room of

Coffman Union on the university's Minneapolis campus. The conference is open to the

(MORE)
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public at a cost of $10, which includes lunch. Reservations are necessary and may

be obtained by calling (612) 376-9784 by April 4.

The Harold E. Stassen Project for World Peace, named after Minnesota's former

governor, was established to study a wide variety of issues dealing with world

peace. This arm of the Humphrey Institute brings together scholars and

practitioners to debate issues including arms control and disarmament, the United

Nations and the future of international governance and the development process in

the Third World.

The activi ties of the Stassen project are being coordinated by Harlan

Cleveland, director of the Humphrey Institute and former U.S. ambassador to NATO,

and P. Terrence Hopmann, professor of political science and a specialist in

international politics at the university.

-UNS-
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MIDDLE EAST ENVOY DRAPER
TO SPEAK AT U OF M LUNCHEON

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Ambassador Morris Draper, special presidential emissary to the Middle East,

will speak on "Negotiating in the Middle East" at an April 12 noon luncheon

sponsored by the University of Minnesota World Affairs Center in the Sheraton-Midway

Hotel in St. Paul.

Draper has spent a great deal of time in the Middle East during the last two

years, both on his own and with secretaries of state Alexander Haig and George

Schultz and Presidential Emissary Philip Habib. He has been special presidential

emissary for two years; before that he had served the Foreign Service since 1955,

working in many Middle Eastern countries as well as in Singapore.

The lunch costs $10; reservations must be made by April 10. To make a

reservation or to obtain more information, call the World Affairs Center at 373-

3799.

-UNS-
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U OF M TO HOLD HEALTH FEST
APRIL 16-19

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Blood pressure and body fat testing, informational exhibits, a five-mile race

and talks on sports nutrition and the importance of humor, will be part of "Health

Fest '84: Minding Your Health." The festival, free to the public, will be held at

Coffman Union on the University of Minnesota Minneapolis campus April 16 to 19.

One of the highlights of the festival will be Minneapolis Police Chief Tony

Bouza's talk on "The Importance of Being Humorous" April 18 at 12:15 p.m. in the

theater on the union's ground floor.

Presentations on various health topics will be made on all four days of the

festival, including one on sports nutrition on April 17 at 11:15 a.m. and a talk on

dual career relationships by university psychologist John Brantner on April 16 at

12:15 p.m. All talks will be in the theater on Coffman Union's ground floor. For a

complete schedule of speakers and topics, call Jenny Meslow at (612) 373-8969.

Along with blood pressure and body fat testing, screening for height, weight,

vision, hearing, hemoglobin and dental problems will be done April 18 from 10 a.m.

to 3 p.m. in the union's Great Hall on the basement level.

Several organizations will be in the Great Hall dispensing information and

products such as computer health games, non-alcoholic beverages and samples from a

health bakery. There will be a small charge for food and drink.

The Twin Cities District Dietetic Association and the university's St. Paul

Student Center will be sponsoring a five-mile "Run for Your Whole Life" before the

festi val. The race will begin at 9: 30 a.m. April 14 on a course that runs through
the university's St. Paul campus and the State Fairgrounds. For more information on
the race and registration, contact Jenny Meslow at (612) 373-8969 or Cindy Lerick at
(612) 699-1481.

(AO,23;B1,4;C23) -UNS-
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AUDIO ADVISORY: Taped actualities
regarding this information can be
obtained by calling (612) 376-8000
from 4 p.m. (CST) Wednesday (3/28) to
8 a.m. Friday, (3/30).

Feature story from the
University of Minnesota
News Service, 6 Morrill Hall
100 Church St. S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-7514
March 27, 1984

WAGE GAP WEAKENS WEDDED WORKERS' BOND,
SAYS U OF MINNESOTA SOCIOLOGIST

By Deane Morrison
University News SerVice

A working couple's sex life may suffer if either partner out-earns the other by

too wide a margin, according to a University of Minnesota study. Sociologist

Guillermina Jasso has found that large disparities in income weaken a marriage if

both spouses work full time. Her data imply that a narrowing of the wage gap

between men and women will help reduce the U.S. divorce rate.

Jasso examined the relationship among employment status, earnings and strength

of the marital bond -- indicated by the reported frequency of sexual intercourse --

in 2,010 couples interviewed during the 1970 and 1975 rounds of the National

Fertili ty Studies. She said that the earnings ratio -- the ratio of the smaller

income to the larger -- is important to two-paycheck marriages.

"If both spouses work full time, then the higher the ratio, the smaller the

disparity between the spouses' earnings and -- other things being equal -- the

stronger the marital bond," she said. Therefore, a marriage in which one partner

- earns $20,000 and the other earns $25,000 -- an 8-10 earnings ratio -- should be

stronger than if the earnings were $24,000 and $40,000 -- an earnings ratio of 6-to-

10. And if one or neither spouse works full time, then the marital bond will be as

strong as for two full-time workers whose earnings ratio is 5-to-l0.

The data clearly show that it makes no difference which spouse earns more,

Jasso said. Thus if a wife earns $30,000 to her husband's $20,000, the marriage

should be just as strong as if the earnings were reversed.

Jasso found a new answer to the question of whether a wife becoming employed

full time or a husband losing a full-time job will threaten a marriage. If the

(MORE)
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,other spouse works full time, then it all depends on the couple's earnings ratio.: •

The ratio should be kept higher than 5-to-10; otherwise, the marriage is stronger if'

one or neither spouse works full time.

For example, a husband becoming unemployed or retiring should benefit the

marriage if both spouses worked full time and he earned more than twice as much as

his wife. And if a working man's unemployed wife takes a full-time job, the

marriage should improve if she earns more than half the amount he does. In fact,

even if her new job pays more than her husband's, the marriage will be strengthened

, as long as she does not earn more than twice as much as he.

Losing or gaining a part-time job should have no effect on a marriage.

"The study tested a prediction derived from the theory of distributive

justice," Jasso said. "A disparity in the individual spouses' holdings of valued

goods can have important consequences for the marriage. If both are employed full

time, then earnings are a measure of those goods. Accordingly, in a society where

most people can expect to be employed full time, disparities in earnings should be

kept to a minimum.

"In each case it is the similarity between the spouses' feelings of self-worth

that matters. A person who works part time is not likely to use the amount of those

earnings as a measure of self-worth. Also, a comparison of two individuals isn't

likely to be based on such different concepts as full-time earnings and part-time

earnings," she said. Therefore, a large disparity in earnings will be less damaging

if one spouse works part time.

She likened her findings to the Aristotelian theme that love is only possible

between equals.

Apparently, love has experienced a fair amount of upheaval over the last three

decades. During that time the U.S. divorce rate has risen sharply, acoompanied by a

'marked increase in married women's labor force participation, wage rates and

earnings. Some researchers have linked these two phenomena, blaming the rising

(MORE)
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divorce rate partly on the movement of women into the workplace. But, Jasso said,

that exp~anat10n ta1ls to consider the distribution of good~ between marriag6

partners and whether the partners are employed full time or part time.

A large-scale movement of unemployed women into full-time jobs mayor may not

aggravate the divorce problem, according to her theory. Much depends on how such a

phenomenon affects the wage gap -- women's average full-time, year-round earnings as

a percentage of men's -- which ourrently hovers near 60 percent. As more women take

higher-paying full-time positions, the wage gap should narrow and exert a downward

pressure on the divoroe rate. But if the gap widens because women's Jobs are

retatively poorly paid, then the divorce rate should continue to climb.

Jasso speculated that widespread changes such as war mobilization or economic

depres~ion may ultimately affect the societal divorce rate. For example, if women's

productivity is lower than men's, then war mobilization may help equalize the

difference and so strengthen marriages. This might occur in feudal societies, in

which wives take greater responsibility for agricultural production during wartime.

Jas,o thinks it would be interesting to examine marriage patterns during World

War II, when the war effort sent American women flocking to the factories, and also

during the postwar return to the home.

People faced with a choice of marriage partners might improve their chances for

marital suocess by considering their own earnings in relation to those of potential

mates, she said. Take the case of a young career woman torn between two suitors.

If both suitors earn less than she, Jasso's theory predicts a stronger marriage if

she chooses the one who earns more. If both out-earn her, she would do better with

the one who earns less. Even unemployed young women or men should consider whether

they are ever likely to work full time and should then marry accordingly. "In

choosing a spouse, the closer the match in productivity, the closer the

relationship," she said.

-UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact DENISE HALBMAIER, (612) 373-2466

SUCCESSFUL WOMEN TOPIC OF
U OF M ALUMNAE SEMINAR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The Alumnae Society of the University of Minnesota, which represents female

graduates of the universi ty, will present its annual spring seminar, "Successful

Women -- Making It in the 80s," April 7 from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., at the Minneapolis

AAUW House, 2115 Stevens Ave. S.

The program will feature prominent women from Twin Cities businesses, speaking

on a wide range of sUbjects. Speakers and their topics will be: Janet Hagberg,

"Personal Power"; Carol Pine and Susan Mundale, "Women and Business"; and May K.Y.

Yue, "Women and Money in the Marketplace." Cost for the program and the luncheon

that follows is $12. The public is invited.

For further information, call the Minnesota Alumni Association at 373-2466.

-UNS-
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CORRECTION

The March 27 University News Service release "u of M To Hold Health Fest April

16-19" contains an error. The release should have said that Minneapolis Police Chief

Tony Bouza will speak at the University of Minnesota April 19 at 12:15 p.m. in

Coffman Union on "The Importance of Being Humorous."

-UNS-
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SYNTHESIS OF GARLIC'S ACTIVE INGREDIENT
COULD LEAD TO PUNGENT MEDICINES

(FOR RELEASE mE MORRING OF APRIL 10)

The synthesizing of the active ingredient in garlic was announced by two

University of Minnesota chemists whose method is a spin-off of a much broader

research plan to make peptides -- chains of the amino acids that compose all living

things -- in less chemically destructive ways. Their work was presented late Monday

(April 9) at the annual national meeting of the American Chemical Society in St.

Louis.

The pure, concentrated garlic could be useful in medical studies, said

researchers George Barany and Andrew Mott. Grinding up garlic bulbs to isolate the

active ingredients takes months and, even then, results in very little material with

considerable impurity. This method provides absolutely pure material "in a couple

of afternoons," Barany said. The natural and the synthetic molecules -- complete

with their pungent odor -- are identical.

Because garlic's active ingredient -- allyl methyl trisulfide -- is known to

inhibit blood clotting, it is coming under increased research attention. It is now

being investigated, the New York Times has reported, for possible beneficial effects

on serum cholesterol levels and other blood factors, as an agent to fight some

bacteria and fungi and even as an insecticide. It is also closely related to

chemicals known to be sexual attractants in hamsters, said Barany, who describes

himself as "somewhat of a closet believer in garlic."

A folk medicine for some 5,000 years, garlic was thought by the Elizabethans

and Romans to be an aphrodisiac. The ancient Greeks thought it to be an enhancer of

athletic strength and courage, and the medieval French saw it as protection against

the plague if worn in a small pouch around the neck. The ancient sage Pliny the
(MORE)
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Elder listed 61 common remedies using garlic, including treatments for dog bites:,:
'"
, '

asthma and tumQrs. The plant itself, commonly called the "heal-all," is cousin to;

the onion, chive, leek and shallot.

Growing it in a garden is considerably easier than synthesizing it in a

chemistry lab. Allyl methyl trisulfide, previously identified as the active

ingredient, is an asymmetrical molecule built from a string of three sulfur atoms

with different, small clumps of carbon and hydrogen atoms on both ends. Barany and

Mott specialize in work with this kind of tricky molecule and realized that they

could not forge its molecular bonds with typical chemical methods using strong

chemical acids and bases. They needed to devise a milder method and took their clue,

from the chemistry the body uses to make and break sulfide bonds internally. Within

the liver, for example, toxic chemicals are broken down, qUite undestructively and

safely, by the molecule glutathione.

Building the garlic molecule reqUired the engineering of two chemical

reactions, involving methoxycarbonyldisulfanyl chloride, two thiol molecules and a

mild catalyst in the solvent chloroform. The result is the key garlic ingredient

in a very respectable yield of 60 percent, since the only two by-products, a

sulfide gas and methanol, are easily removed. Their laboratory process provides a

bouquet of odors that includes a cousin of the scent addi tive in the gas used for

gas stoves and wood alcohol, in addition to the garlic odor.

The resuLting garlic substance -- even when diluted 3,000 times -- still

smells just like garlic, and so any medicine made with it would probably make one's

breath or body smell of garlic, Barany said. But an entrepreneurial chemist might

be able to modify the molecule to reduce the odor while maintaining the medicinal

value, he added. Future takers of garlic medicines might heed Shakespeare's

warning in "Midsummer Night's Dream": "Eat no onions nor garlic, for we are to

utter sweet breath."

-UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact JEANNE HANSON, (612) 313-1511

OXFORD COMPUTER EXPERT
TO SPEAK AT U OF MINNESOTA

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Computer programming as an engineering profession will be addressed by an

expert from Oxford University's Computing Laboratory in a speech at the University

of Minnesota on April 16.

Professor C.A.R. Hoare's talk, which is free and open to the public, will be in

108 Mechanical Engineering building from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m., and will also be

broadcast over UNITE (University Industrial Television for Education), allowing

viewers at several local industry sites to listen and participate. The lecture is

sponsored by the Cray Endowed Lectureship in Computer Science.

-UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact SAM BRUNGARDT, (612) 376-8182

ALLEN NAMED DEAN OF U OF M
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

C. Eugene Allen, a professor of animal science and food science and nutrition

at the University of Minnesota, has been named dean of the university's College of

Agriculture and associate director of its Agricultural Experiment Station.

The appointment, effective July 1, was announced by Richard J. Sauer, deputy

vice president for the Institute of Agriculture, Forestry and Home Economics. "Dr.

Allen's teaching and research in several sUbject areas have given him a broad

perspective. I'm certain he will provide creative and visionary leadership as the

College of Agriculture strives to maintain its excellence and looks for imaginative,

new ways to serve the state's important agricultural economy," Sauer said.

Allen, a native of Idaho, joined the University of Minnesota faculty in 1967.

He received his bachelor's degree from the University of Idaho and his master's

degree and Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin.

Allen's research has been in cellular and biochemical systems related to fat

deposition, variables influencing meat tenderness and the technology of using soy

and blood proteins in processed meat products. His current research involves using

tissue culture and biochemical techniques to identify unknown factors in blood serum

that regulate muscle growth in swine. Allen has received national awards for his

research from the American Society of Animal Science and the American Meat Science
Association.

Allen is also active as an undergraduate and graduate teacher and adviser. He
has served on numerous local and national commi ttees related to education or re
search and is director of the graduate program in nutrition and an editor of the
Journal of Animal Science.

Before coming to Minnesota, Allen was a National Science Foundation
postdoctoral fellow at the Division of Food Research, a government laboratory in
Sydney, Australia.
(AO,1,3S;B1;CO,1,3S;D15,35;E15,3S) -UNS-
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CIRCUIT BOARD CARDS WORTH $2,000
STOLEN FROM U OF MINNESOTA

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Three printeq circuit board cards worth about $2,000 were discovered missing

from the University of Minnesota Monday (April 2).

The circuit board cards -- a Pascal card, a clock card and a Cary spectrometer

interface card -- were reported stolen from 451 Kolthoff Hall, a department of

chemistry laboratory on the Minneapolis campus. The theft was discovered at 4 p.m.

Monday, but because the room had been unlocked all day, police are unsure of the

exact time of the theft. The equipment was last used Friday afternoon, but the lab

was locked all weekend, according to associate professor of chemistry Lawrence Que.

Because the equipment carried no serial numbers or identification marks,

university police will have to depend on other kinds of evidence, said Capt. William

House.

-UNS-
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U OF MSEMINAR TO PROBE
LINK BETWEEN DIET, DISEASE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A two-day seminar looking at the relationship between diet and disease will be

held April 13 and 14 on the University of Minnesota's Minneapolis campus.

The program, sponsored by the Humanistic Health Committee of the health science

student organization, is open to everyone.

Panel discussion will address the effects of nutrition on behavior and

psychiatric disorders, the effects of nutrients on cancer and immune function and

current topics in diet and cardiovascular disease.

Symposium sessions will be held in auditorium 2-650 of the Malcolm Moss Tower,

on Washington Avenue.

For more information, call 373-8969.

-UNS-
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contact RALPH HEUSSNER, (612) 373-5830

U OF M BIOMEDICAL ETHICS FORUM
TO ADDRESS NEWBORN CARE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Ethical decisions related to the care of newborns will be the sUbject of an

April 20 public forum on the University of Minnesota's Minneapolis campus.

Dr. Norm Fost, director of the program in biomedical ethics at the University

of Wisconsin, will discuss "Decisions Concerning care of the Seriously III Newborn"

at 12:15 p.m. in the Coffman Union Theatre.

The lecture will be followed by a panel discussion featuring Fost, Dr. Theodore

Thompson, director of the neonatal intensive care unit at University of Minnesota

Hospitals, and Mila Aroskar, associate professor of public health. Dr. Ron

Cranford, associate professor of neurology and consultant to the President's

Commission Study on Ethics in Medicine, will serve as moderator.

The controversial film "Who Should Survive," which examines a true-life case

involving the care of a defective newborn child, will be shown on April 17 at 12:15

p.m. in the Moos Health Sciences Tower, Room 2-620, followed by a discussion with

Cranford and Dr. Dana Johnson, associate professor of pediatrics.

Both the forum and the film are free and open to the public.

-UNS-
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U OF H THIlTRE TO ralSlNT
SHAlISPWS'S "RICHARD 11"

(FOR IMMIDI1Tl RELEASE)

1 weak and extravagant English king gets his comeuppance in William

Sbakespeare's "Richard II," to be staged by University Theatre at the University of

Hinneaota April 20 through Hay 6 in the Stoll Thrust Theatre in Harig Center Oft the

west bank of the Minneapolis campus.

The play chronicles the reiln of the 14th-century king, who was born to the

tbrone but lacked tbe wisdom and fortitude to govern. Ricbard eventually learns

that altbougb rebellion is a crime, kinasbip is a sacred burden that one must earn

the rilbt to bear. His fall at tbe hands of Henry Bolingbroke, Duke of Hereford,

later Henry IV, illustrates that a royal birtb and title alone cannot protect a kina

from the consequences of bis misdeeds.

Tbe production will be directed by tbeater arts professor Charles Nolte.

Performances will be at 8 p.m. Thursdays tbrougb saturdays and 3 p.m. Sundays,

Adai_ion is .6 for the general public and .5 for students and senior citizens, For

turtber 1DtONatiOD call Pat He1Iderson at 373-4669.
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Plans for allocating $382 million lor operations and maintenance at the

University of Minnesota for the 1984-85 fiscal year will be up for approval when the

Board of Regents meets Thursday and Friday (April 12 and 13).

The operations and maintenance budget is made up of the university's state

appropriation and tuition income. Both the proposed budget and a plan for

undergraduate tuition will be discussed at the committee of the whole meeting Friday

at 8: 30 a.m. in 238 Morrill Hall.

The schedule of meetings and a selection of agenda items follows:

--Special meeting of the educational policy and long-range planning committee,

9 a.m. Thursday, 238 Morrill Hall. Discussion of Graduate School tuition plan.

--Non-public meeting to discuss matters of litigation, 10:15 a.m. Thursday.

--Faculty, staff and student affairs committee, 1:30 p.m., Thursday, 238

Morrill Hall. Discussion of ~tudent worker pay rates for coordinate campuses and

discussion of student concerns about Women's Intercollegiate Athletics on the Duluth

campus.

--Physical plant and investments committee, 1: 30 p.m. Thursday, 300 Morrill

Hall. Action on proposal for housing project for retired university employees.

--Regular meeting of the educational policy and long-range planning committee,

3 p.m. Thursday, 238 Morrill Hall. Discussion of change in foreign language

entrance standards.

--Budget and legislative coordinating committee, 3 p.m. Thursday, 300 Morrill

Hall. Update on legislative issues.

(OVER)
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--Committee of the j,hole,8:30 a.m. Friday:~ ~238 Morrill Hall. Action on budget

plan and discU8S~O~ 9f.~~dergr~duate tuition plan and of plans for recruiting high-

ability students~' presi'<i:entC... Peto4tf,M~gt.ath·'·Will review the relationships of
.. "~ ". .' . .-

coordinate c~mpu8es, a di~cu~~ion prompted. by a bill introduced by Sen. Ronald

Dicklich, DFL-Hibblng, 'to 'grant great~ autonomy to the Duluth campus.
• I .~ .::

--Full board ~~~ting,' 10: 30 a..m•. Fr1~aY, 238 Morrill Hall. ~ Final appro'val ()f

action taken in committee.
',,"
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U OF MINNESOTA TO SPONSOR
DESIGN REVIEW CONFERENCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Controlling urban visual pollution is the goal of the design review process and

the sUbject of a University of Minnesota conference April 26 at Westminster

Presbyterian Church in Minneapolis.

Common in Europe, design review ordinances require that builders obtain the

approval of a city's design review committee before they can acquire a building

permit. Such an ordinance has been proposed in Minneapolis, with the hope that with

a process like this in place, repeats of some of the recent -- and to some

regrettable -- downtown Minneapolis architecture can be avoided in the future,

aocording to William Rogers, chair of the conference.

The conference, which runs from 8 a.m to 4 p.m., will feature officials from

Baltimore and Portland, Ore., cities that have design review ordinances, and from

Washington. Architectural historian Frederick Guthe1m, Thomas Hodne, an architect

and University of Manitoba architecture professor, and a local architect, a city

planner and a member of the Downtown Council will also participate.

Sponsored by Continuing Education and Extension at the University of Minnesota

and the Minneapolis Committee on Urban Environment, the conference costs $20 per

person, which includes lunch.

For more information or to make reservations, call 348-6572 or 373-3709.

Reservations must be received no later than April 20.

-UNS-
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contact LYNETTE LAMB, (612) 373-7504

U OF MINNESOTA TO HOLD
JAPAN TRAVELING SCHOLAR SEMINAR

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Japanese scholars will take part in a seminar at the University of Minnesota

Friday (April 13) at Coffman Union on the university's Minneapolis campus.

From 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. East Asian studies department chairman Byron Marshall

will lead the scholars in a round-table discussion in Union Theater. Then from 1:30

to 3:30 p.m. the scholars will lead small-group discussions in the union.

Sasaki Kozo, art history professor at Waseda University, will speak on "The

Heritage of Japanese Art in the Modern World"; Okamoto Hideaki, management professor

at Hosei University, will speak on "Myths and Realities About Japanese Management";

and Ori Kan, a political science professor at Sophia University, will speak on

"Japanese PoUtics in the 1980s."

The scholars are part of a five-year-old program that brings groups of Japanese

specialists on three-week visits to U.S. universities to lecture and observe

academic institutions. The 1984 scholars began their trip at the University of

Wisconsin-Madison; they will visit the universities of Iowa and Nebraska after

leaving Minnesota.

In Minnesota the scholars are sponsored by the Universi ty of Minnesota's East

Asian studies department, the Japan Foundation and the Japan-U.S. Friendship

Commission.

For more information on the sessions, which are free and open to the public,

call Byron Marshall at 378-2538 or 373-2564.

-UNS-
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SENSATIONAL CRIME REASSURING
IF IT'S NOT CLOSE TO HOME

U OF MINNESOTA RESEARCHER SAYS

By Lynette Lamb
University News Service
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The same murder that is terrifying to read of when it occurs down the street is

almost coaCortina to read about wben it bappens 2,000 ailes away.

This was one of University of Minnesota psychologist Linda Heath's findings in

her recent study of the impact of newspaper crime reports on fear of crime, which

will be published in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology.

"What led me to study the media is that fear of crime is focused on serious

crimes," said Heath. "And yet not enough people directly or indirectly experience

serious crimes to make their fear a consequence of their experience."

Heath found that the reporting of sensational local crimes makes people fear-

ful, but the reporting of sensational distant crimes actually reassures people.

"Readers like the grass to be browner on the other side of the fence, and the

browner the better," her study concludes.

San Franciscans, for example, feel safe in their city despite a rather high

crime rate. Although San Francisco was not one of the cities Heath systematically

stUdied, from her reading of that city's papers she surmises that its residents

probably feel safe because the local papers include many more accounts of "farm

families in Nebraska being wiped out and crime in Los Angeles" than they do of crime

in San Francisco. Philadelphia, on the other hand, where residents feel more fear

than crime statistics warrant, has newspapers that include many more accounts of

local crimes.

(MORE)
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The cities Heath studied all had similar rates of violent crime but varied

dramatically in how much fear their citizens reported experiencing. People in

Fresno, calif., Youngstown, Ohio, and Tacoma, Wash., were more afraid than people in

Rockford, Ill., Peoria, Ill., and Nashville, Tenn., despite similar violent crime

rates in all those cities.

"My personal reading is that fear levels are too high," said Heath. "The crimes

that people are most afraid of -- assault and murder, even rape -- are usually

committed by a friend, relative or acquaintance -- someone the victim knows," she

said. "So for the average person to be terrified of being attacked by a stranger

just doesn't make sense."

In determining that women are more fearful and take more safety precautions

than men, Heath has replicated findings from a 1979 study on crime, women and the

Quality of urban life, which she took part in. In fact, said Heath, the population

groups that are most fearful -- women and the elderly -- are actually those

statistically less likely to be victimized. Their fear, Heath concludes, has more

to do with riveting individual media reports than with actual crime statistics. "One

report of a Violent attack is more real than all the statistics in the world," she

said.

Although Heath doesn't suggest that newspapers eliminate articles about sensa-

tional local crimes, she does have several suggestions for how they can reduce their

readers' fear.

First, by including wire service reports of crimes in distant places, they can

reassure readers that not all crimes take place in their city. Second, because

Heath found that random crimes are much more frightening to readers than are crimes

with some sort of motive, she says that by including details that clarify the

crime's non-random nature, reporters can ease readers' minds.

Heath tells of a case in which a couple were severely beaten in their middle-

class neighborhood home. No robbery was committed and the assailants were still at

large. One newspaper wrote nothing more of the case; another newspaper added the
(MORE)
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information that the male victim had been recently indicted on several counts of

promoting juvenile prostitution. The extra information, said Heath, allows readers

to make what are called self-protective attributions. In other words, details

enable readers to rationalize what happened as something unlikely to happen to them.

Carefully considering whether to include the sensational details of a case is

Heath's final suggestion to news personnel. Although she believes it's important

for the public to be informed of crimes, she questions whether it is necessary for

newspaper accounts to include all the gruesome details. The Twin Cities-area case

several years ago in which a man murdered his wife and then tried to stuff her body

down the garbage disposal was thoroughly reported, but Heath questions what purpose

was served by relaying the murderer's method of disposal. "Does the sensational

detail really inform the public of a possible threat?" she asked.

Determining just which elements in a sensational media account do arouse fear

is a topic Heath would like to study next. In tbe meantime, sbe will soon publish a

study looking at the fear that television violence creates in viewers. Also working

on a grant from the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs along with

university sociologists David Ward and Candace Kruttschnitt, Heath is researching

the effects the media has on criminals' behavior. Finally, because she remains

particularly interested in women, she is studying the effects the presentation of

crimes in the media has on women. "Our socialization as women is to be more

cautious," she said. "I'm very angry that women have to be afraid and engage in so

many self-protective techniques. It's very hard -- I don't want to tell women not

to worry, because the facts are that they have to -- but too often women fear the

wrong situation. It's often not the stranger on the street but the person they've

just met at a party who presents more danger."

In Minneapolis and St. Paul, said Heath, "the media are very responsible,"
giving their readers lots of contextual information about crimes. "I would say fear
among Twin Cities residents is probably lower than it should be given the crime
statistics," said Heath. "When I talk to people here they seem to know about crimes
but always dismiss them as flukes. It's probably very healthy."

-UNS
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U OF M NAMES TASK FORCE
ON BIOMEDICAL ETHICS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A 15-member task force representing a broad cross section of the University of

Minnesota academic community has been formed to evaluate the biomedical ethics

curriculum.

The appointments were made jointly by Dr. Neal Vanselow, vice president for

health sciences, and Kenneth Keller, vice president for academic affairs.

"There is obviously an increasing amount of interest in the area of biomedical

ethics -- both at the university and in the general community. Hardly a week goes

by Without some medical ethics issue being raised in the newspaper or a medical

journal," Vanselow said.

"I believe that it's necessary to ensure that those issues are being addressed

in both our teaching and research in the Health Sciences Center," Vanselow said. "I

also believe we shOUld be taking an active role in defining and dealing with ethical

situations that students will inevitably face when they begin their professional

careers."

Dr. Shelley Chou, professor and chairman of the department of neurosurgery, and

John Wallace, professor of philosophy, will serve as task force co-chairs.

The other members are David Angaran, associate professor of pharmacy. Mila

Aroskar, associate professor of public health; Dianne Bartels, associate director of

education serVices, University Hospitals; Muriel Bebeau, associate professor of

health ecology, School of Dentistry; Dr. Ronald Cranford, associate professor of

neurology; Patricia Crisham, associate professor of nursing; Timothy CUlbert,

second-year medical student; John Dolan, professor of philosophy; John Eyler,

(MORE)
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associate professor of the history of medicine; James Rest, professor of educational

psychology; Suzanne Sherry, associate professor of law; Roberta Simmons, professor

of sociology; and Robert Terry, director of the Reflective Leadership Program at the

Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs. The committee's first meeting was

held last week.

"Right now, we are trying to define the mission and the scope of the existing

biomedical ethics programs at the university," Chou said. "We are also interested in

looking at other programs throughout the nation."

After taking inventory, the committee will consider what changes need to be

made in the curriculum, Chou said. The task force may also identify topics for

faculty research.

"All of the students in the health sciences are concerned about ethical

problem-solving and feel there has been a lack of formal instruction in this area in

the past," Culbert said, who thinks the student body welcomes the task force study.

As evidence of student interest, Culbert noted that a recent series of 10

lectures dealing with medical ethics, sponsored by the health sciences student orga-

nization, drew overflow crowds in a 300-seat auditorium.

The task force has been asked to complete its work by next January.

-UNS-
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U OF M BUDGET PLAN CALLS FOR
AVERAGE TUITION TO RISE 13.3 PERCENT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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A plan for spending $382.6 million in state funds and income from tuition --

which would rise an average of 13.3 percent per student -- for maintenance and

operations at the University of Minnesota was approved by the Board of Regents

Friday (April 13).

The bUdget plan, which does not include self-supporting units such as

University Hospitals or income from federal and private sources, is $15.5 million or

4.2 percent higher than the current budget. The comprehensive budget of money from

all sources will be presented to the regents in July.

A legislative mandate requires that the university fund 32 percent of its in-

structional costs -- $85.5 million in the proposed bUdget -- through tuition. Al-

~hough the regents approved the budget plan for raising tuition income 9.1 percent

to meet that mandate, they will not decide until May exactly how the increase will

be distributed among students. The administration has proposed that increases range

from 9.5 percent to 20 percent. The lower figure would affect about 40 percent of

the students in the five-campus system.

However, the board did approve a plan to allow graduate students to pay a fixed

term rate instead of the $70.89 per credit they now pay.

Kenneth Keller, vice president for academic affairs, said the graduate tuition

plan should lower the projected cost of getting a graduate degree at the university

by allowing students who sign up for an average number of credits -- from seven to

15 -- to pay $720 per quarter instead of the per credit rate. The proposal, outlined

by Keller, would allow students to fUlfill the requirement for 36 thesis credits in

their regUlar quarterly sohedules without additional cost.
(MORE)
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Although no graduate students have yet paid for thesis credit, which was

implemented last fall, if the current policy had remained in effect, the cost of a

graduate degree would have risen dramatically, Keller said. He added that the

thesis credit was established as a way to charge students for the substantial

amount of graduate instruction that takes place outside formal classroom settings.

The per credit method of assessing graduate school tuition accounted for a

decrease in the number of credits students took this year, leading to a $1 million

shortfall 1n projected tuition revenue, Keller said. He predicted that the proposed

system, which would couple the term rate with a requirement that Ph.D. students

register at that rate for at least three years and that master's degree students

register at that rate for at least four quarters, would generate more tuition income

-- despite a lower per-stUdent cost -- by encouraging more students to register for

more courses. Under the plan, students who have fulfilled the minimum residency

requirement and those who are not enrolled in a degree program would pay only hair .

the $85 per credit rate that part-time students would pay.

In urging approval of the graduate tuition plan, Keller stressed the need to

qUickly set the tuition rate since graduate students must tell the university by

Sunday (April 15) if they intend to enroll this fall.

"We believe that this will spread out the burden of tuition over several years

and make our tuition structure comparable to that of almost all other universities,"

Keller said.

-UNS-
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CHERIE PERLMUTTER NAMED
ASSOCIATE VP AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Cherie Perlmutter was named associate vice president for health sciences at the

University of Minnesota by the university's Board of Regents Friday (April 13).

Perlmutter, an assistant vice president for the past seven years, becomes one

of only two women in the university to serve as associate vice president. The other

1s Mary Des Roches, an associate vice president for finance and operations.

Perlmutter has worked in the office of the vice president for health sciences for 11

years.

"I am looking forward to the opportunity to work more closely with Dr. Neal

Vanselow (health sciences vice president) in my new position," Perlmutter said. "I·

know that I will enjoy being a part of a dedicated group of central officers in a·

job that will offer even greater challenges as we deal with the broad issues facing

the university and higher education."

Her primary responsibility will be to represent the health sciences academio

units to the central university administrative group.

"Perlmutter has done an outstanding job for the last 11 years and has won the

confidence of the deans and entire health sciences faculty," said Vanselow, who made

the appointment this week.

Before joining the university administration in 1973, Perlmutter served for

three years as an assistant to the director of administration at Albert Einstein

College of Medicine in Bronx, N.Y. She previously worked as an executive director

of a 224-bed nursing care facility in Pittsburgh.

Perlmutter received a bachelor's degree from Pennsylvania State University. She

also is a graduate of the Harvard Institute for Educational Management.
(MORE)
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In another development in the health sciences, David Preston, former associate

vice president, will become senior vice president for corporate affairs at

Pittsburgh's Allegheny Health Services, which operates an 8S0-bed hospital, a

medical research institute, a foundation and a for-profit health care subsidiary.

Preston joined University Hospitals in 1967 and moved into the health

sciences center's operations in 1971.

-UNS-
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ENROLLMENT DOWN FOR
U OF MINNESOTA SPRING QUARTER

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact PAT KASZUBA, (612) 373-7516

Spring quarter enrollment at the five-oa~pusUniversity of Minnesota system

c1ect"eaaed to 50,812, a 3.1 peroent drop from the same time last year.

The laraest caapus, the Twin Cities, reported a 3.7 percent decline to 40,862

stu4ents.

Enrollment at Morris and Waseca inoreased slightly over last spring. Morris·s

student body srev 2.6 peroent to 1,472. Waseca's inoreased 1.1 peroent to 861.

Both Crookston and Duluth followed the overall downward trend· with decreases or

4 peroent (38 students) and 0.3 peroent (24 students), respectively. The declines

brought Crookston's student population to 909 and Duluth's to 6,708•

• UN8-
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EX-COUNCIL MEMBER SALLY HOW ARD NAMED
U OF M HEALTH SCIENCES PR CHIEF

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Sally Howard, a three-term former Minneapolis City Council member, has been

named director of public relations for the University of Minnesota Health Sciences

Center. She begins her new duties May 1.

The appointment was made this week by Neal Vanselow, vice president for health

sciences, following a national search.

"I feel that we have recruited an outstanding individual with a unique

background in both health care and government," Vanselow said. "Her varied

experience in public relations and community service will be an asset to this

center."

Howard represented Minneapolis's 10th ward for six years, from 1978 to 1983.

She chose not to run for a fourth term in last fall's municipal election.

"It was never my intention to become a full-time politician," Howard said. "I

decided to become involved in the political process because I think each of us has a

civic responsibility.

"I am now looking forward to returning to work in the health care field, which

will undoubtedly be one of the most exciting industries during the 1980s and 1990s,

especially at the University of Minnesota with its new facilities and national

.reputation in research, education and patient care."

Before entering politics, she served as community relations director of. Abbott

Northwestern Hospital between 1968 and 1977. Previously ahe was director of

volunteer programs at Abbott Hospital for five years.

A graduate of Macalester College in St. Paul with a degree in sociology, Howard

(MORE)
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also worked as an assistant direotor for the Minneapolis YWCA between 1958 and 1963.

Howard has been aotive in many public agenoies and organizations in the health

care field, including a term on the Metropolitan Health Board, the Minnesota

Department of Health Task Force on Home Health Care and the Public Health and Safety

Committee of the Minnesota League of Cities.

At the university's health sciences center, Howard will serve as the chief

public relations officer for the Medical Sohool, School of Nursing, School of Public

Health, School of Dentistry and College of Pharmacy. She will also be responsible

for some external public relations tasks for University Hospitals•

..UNS..
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U OF M's 35TH ANNUAL CAMPUS CARNI
WILL RAISE MONEY FOR TWO CHARITIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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More than 2,500 University of Minnesota students are putting together a three-

day party in hope of raising over $40,000 for charity next week.

Campus Carni, the nation's largest student-run fund-raiser, will be held April

26 through 28 in the University Field House on the Minneapolis campus. About 40

food and game booths and a variety of entertainment sponsored by 75 student organi-

zations will be part of the 35th annual carnival.

The proceeds from this year's Campus Carni will go to the Cystic Fibrosis

Foundation and the Twin Cities Society for Autistic Children (TCSAC). Last year's

funds were donated to the Children's Heart Fund.

The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, established in 1955, seeks to improve the

outlook for the CF patient and to find the cause of and cure for the disease. CF,

which interferes with respiration, digestion and other vital body functions, is the

leading genetic killer of children and young adults.

The Twin Cities chapter of the national Society for Autistic Children was

chartered in 1971. Autism disturbs a child's mental and social development, perhaps

because of a physical brain dysfunction, though the specific cause remains unknown.

TCSAC funds pUblic school programs, support programs and summer camps that are

targeted at serving autistic children.

Last year's carnival, attended by between 17,000 and 20,000 people, raised

$40,000 for the Children's Heart Fund. Each year's goal is to top the previous

year's earnings.

(MORE)
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Since 1949 thousands have attended the fund-raiser to watch students perform in

dancelines and bands. The carnivals have earned $500,000 for charity.

Tickets for the carnival are $3 if purchased in advance at Dayton's, any of the

student unions or bookstores on the University of Minnesota Twin Cities campuses, or

the Campus Carni office at 720 Washington Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55415. Tickets

sold at the door will be $3.75. Carn! val hours are 7 p.m. to midnight April 26 and

7 p.m. to 1 a.m. April 27 and 28.

For more information, contact the Campus Carn! Office at (612) 376-5533.

-UNS-
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STATE BONDING BILL INCLUDES ALMOST
$58 MILLION FOR U OF M BUILDINGS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The bonding bill passed Wednesday (April 18) by the 1984 Minnesota Legislature

includes almost $58 million for bUilding and remodeling at the University of

Minnesota.

The biggest item is $21 million for a major renovation of Smith Hall, the

chemistry building on the Twin Cities campus. The 1913-vintage chemistry facilities

have been obsolete and overcrowded for years.

Another major remodeling project will be for microbiology and public health

facilities, funded at $8.2 million. The remodeling will involve several floors of

the Mayo BUilding.

Other Twin Cities campus items in the bill include $4 million for phase II of

the animal science facilities, $2.7 million for working drawings for an electrical

engineering and computer science building, $1.2 million for remodeling Amundson Hall

and Mines and Metallurgy, $855,000 for remodeling Folwell Hall, $656,000 for

remodeling and adding to Green Hall, $621,000 for phase I of the Williams Arena

remodeling project and $420,000 for remodeling Appleby Hall.

The Legislature also approved the reappropriation of funds to two construction

projects that came in under bid. The new funds are $1.3 million for a music library

and $1.6 million for a performance laboratory in the new music building and $800,000

for a teaching greenhouse for agronomy.

No funds were appropriated for an enclosed football practice field, but the

Legislature gave the university the go-ahead to build such a facility with non-state

funds.
(MORE)
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Major items funded on the coordinate campuses include $1.5 million for

remodeling and adding to Owen Hall in Crookston, $4.4 million for a physical

education and recreational sports building and $1.8 million for the SAGE building in

Duluth, $1.2 million for mechanized agriculture, a receiving dock and vehicle

storage at Waseca and $200,000 for a greenhouse at Morris.

-UNS-
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U OF M THEATRE TO PRESENT
INNAURATO'S "GEMINI"

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Two cultures clash in Albert Innaurato's "Gemini," to be presented by

University Theatre at the University of Minnesota May 11 through 27 in the Arena

Theatre in Rarig Center on the West Bank of the Minneapolis campus.

The story takes place in the backyards of adjoining row houses in the Italian

~ection of Philadelphia. Francis Geminiani, a young Harvard student, lives in one

of the houses with his father Fran, a laborer. On the eve of his 21st birthday,

Francis gets a surprise visit from his Harvard friends Randy and JUdith, a brother

and sister who come from a wealthy background that contrasts painfully with

Francis's humble surroundings. Francis's distress at their intrusion is all the

worse because Judith is in love with him and he is -- or thinks he may be -- in love

with Randy. From this jarring discovery proceeds a series of funny and revealing

incidents, which paint a vivid picture of two worlds in collision.

"Gemini" will be directed by James Hussey. Performanoes will be at 8 p.m.

Thursdays through Saturdays and at 3 p.m. Sundays. Admission is $6 for the general

pu~lic and $5 for students, faculty and staff of the university and senior citizens.

For further information call Pat Henderson at (612) 373-4669 or the ticket office at

(612) 373-2337.

-UNS-
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U OF M TO STAGE MAX FRISCH
PLAY IN GERMAN IN MAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Students and raculty or the German department or the University or Minnesota

will present a stage production or Max Frisch's world renowned play "Biedermann und

die Brandstitter" (Firebugs) in Geriian~

Matinees will be at 2 p.m. May 23 and 24. Evening perrormances will be held at

8 o'clock May 25 and 26. All pertormances will be presented at Punchinello Players,

100 North Hall, on the St. Paul campus or the University or Minnesota, at the corner

or Burord and Cleveland avenues.

,Tickets are $1 ror students and $2 ror others. A 10 percent discount for

groups or 10 or more is available with reservations. Tickets may be ordered in

advanoe by calling the German department at (612) 373-2624 or Ellen Taft at 224-

4860, or by writing to: German Play, Department of German, 219 Folwell Hall,

University or Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455. Checks should be made payable \0

German Play.

Max Frisch, born in 1911, is an internationally renowned Swiss playwr1gbt and

novelist. Along with his compatriot Friedrich Duerrenmatt, he is recognized as one

or the leading contemporary German language playwrights. "Biedermann und die

Brandstitter" was tirst performed in 1953 on Radio Bavaria. The radio play was

adapted ror the Zurich stage in 1958.

Although the play has a serious perspective, it is also immensely funny and

entertaining.

The German Play is an annual event sponsored by the university's German
department, the German Club, the College of Liberal Arts Student Intermediary Board
and the Minnesota StUdents Association.

-UN8-
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REPORT SUGGESTS BIGGER INTERNATIONAL
ROLE FOR U OF MINNESOTA

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Creating a higher international profile for the University of Minnesota -- the

subject of a university report issued this week -- could benefit the state through

increased trade and tourism.

But for the university's international reputation to be enhanced, changes are

needed -- from creating a university clearinghouse for international activities to

establishing a center for international business -- according to the report, written

by the President's Task Force on the International Character of the University.

The task force, one of five appointed by President C. Peter Magrath to examine

various aspects of the university, met weekly during the fall to examine recent

reports on international education and discuss issues central to the university.

"The long-range Vitality of the state of Minnesota depends on aggressive

involvement in the economy and cultural life of the entire world," said John

Wallace, who headed the task force. "The university has to play a leading role in

helping the state to have that kind of aggressive and imaginative participation."

The group's report suggests 29 steps the university -- which already h~o ono o~

the largest enrollments of foreign students in the United States -- can take to

. : i-·
\

improve its international character through changes in administrative organization,

curriculum, the student experience, faCUlty and outreach to other institutions and

groups.

To ensure that international education is considered at all levels of decision

making at the university, the report recommends creation of an assistant vice

presidency for international education. The office, which the report suggests should

(MORE)
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be created early in the next fiscal year, would serve as clearinghouse for units

within the five-campus university system that have international programs or

activities.

Each of the four coordinate campuses -- Crookston, DUluth, Morris and Waseca -

should designate an administrator who would be responsible for coordinating and

promoting international activities and who would work closely with the assistant

vice president for international education.

Another suggestion is for establishing a Center for International Business,

Trade and Economics at the university. The center, which would require a $480,000

investment, would study trends in international trade and business and would provide

an unbiased link between the public and private sectors. Although the university

can provide "the necessary talent pool," major outside funding would be needed to

establish the center, the report said.

Faculty should be encouraged to add international dimensions to their courses

and programs and to introduce new courses with strong international content, the

task force recommended.

The committee also called for an institutional policy on study abroad and

development of a wide variety of foreign travel for university students, since fewer

than 5 percent of the universi ty's students take advantage of existing programs.

The task force recommends that the university double that percentage by 1990, with

an ultimate goal of haVing a fourth of all students studying abroad. A $300,000

special fund should be earmarked each year as financial aid for students who want to

study abroad.

To encourage more top foreign students to study at the university, the report

proposes providing new sources of financial aid to international students through

tuition waivers, international work study grants, loans and jobs. "In order to

broaden the geographic and socio-economic representation of international students,

new sources of financial aid must be available to growing numbers of international

students," the report says.
(MORE)
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The committee also urges the university to take advantage of its 10,000 alumni

living abroad through "informative and internationally oriented newsletters," which

should be established by December 1985.

The committee lists several benefits it hopes to achieve through its recom

mendations, including:

--A SUbstantially better education for U.S. and international students at the

university through offering a larger proportion of courses with an international

dimension.

--Graduates who are better prepared to enter an increasingly international work

world.

--A university with an increased number of top-quality international students,

who will be better integrated into university life.

--A state with a larger role in international business and politics.

-UNS-
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ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT EXPERT
TO SPEAK AT U OF MINNESOTA

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact LYNETTE LAMB, (612) 373-7504

Norman A. Sprinthall, a psychology professor at North Carolina State University

in Raleigh, will speak on "Human Services and Educational Programs in the 1980s:

New Roles for Adolescents" May 3 at 4 p.m. in McNeal Hall on the University of

Minnesota's St. Paul campus.

Sprinthall's lecture is the Seventh Annual Gisela Konopka Lectureship at the

university, which was established to honor Konopka's innovative work in social work

and youth services. The lectureship carries on the tradition of integrating theory

and practice and humaniZing services, which has long been associated with Konopka's

work and research.

Sprinthall has done pioneering work in adolescent development, demonstrating

that theories about adolescents should have practical applications in helping

adolescents reach their full potential as individuals. His latest book, "Adolescent

Psychology: A Developmental Perspective," describes how theory and research about

adolescents can be made accessible to practitioners and can improve their work with

this age group.

There will be an informal reception in the lobby of McNeal Hall following the

lecture, which is free and open to the public. For more information, call the

Center for Youth Development and Research at (612) 376-7624.

-UNS-
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U OF MTHElTaB OF THB WORD
TO PRESENT "TOUCHSTONES"

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASB)

Theatre ot the Word wl11 present the play "Touchstones" May 1 and 2 at the

Stoll Thrust Theatre ln Rarlg Center on the west bank ot the Unlverslty at

M1DDesota's Mlnneapolls campus. The product~on ls Cynthla C. Blaquist's adaptatlon

ot -Touchstones: Letters Between Two Women, 1953-1964," by Patrlcla Lamb and

IatbrJD Joyce Hoblweln.

tbeatre ot the Word emphasizes the spoken word, uslng vlsual ettects only to

b.llbten the oral lapact. "Touchstones" ls the collected letters ot two young

vo••n, artlculatlng the paln and questlonlng ot thelr comlng ot age durlng the

Laab and Hoblwein wl1l travel to Mlnneapolls to see the productlon. Lamb, an

•••oalate protessor ot Bngllsh at Westmlnsteto College ln Hew Wllmlngton,

PIDna11yanla, is a co-tounder ot the women's studles program at Cornell Unlverslty.

IDblve1D 18 a protessor ot Engllsh and humanltles at calltornla State Unlverslty ln

......nto and poetry edltor ot the jOUJ"Dal "Scholarly Quarterly."

Pertoraanoea wl11 be at 8 p.m. both evenlngs, wlth an addltlonal show at 5:30

p.m. May 2. Admlsslon ls tree. For turther intormatlon call Pat Henderson at 373-

4669 or the tlcket ottloe at 373-2337.

-UNS-
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NSF DIVISION HEAD TAKES
TECHNOLOGY POST AT U OF MINNESOTA

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Ettore F. Infante, director of the division of mathematical science at the

National Science Foundation (NSF) and professor at Brown University, has been named

dean of the Institute of Technology at the Universi ty of Minnesota. He succeeds

Roger W. Staehle, who resigned last May, and V. Rama Murthy, who has been acting

dean since September. He will assume his duties shortly after July 1.

Infante holds degrees in aeronautical engineering and mathematics from the

Universi ty of Texas at Austin, where he received a Ph.D. in 1962. His major field

is applied mathematics, especially control theory and various aspects of macro-

economics and mechanics. He has published more than 45 articles and has taught at

the Weizman Institute in Israel, the University of Paris, the University of Notre

Dame, the University of Texas at Austin and Brown, where he is professor of applied

mathematics. He is associate editor of the Journal of Computers and Mathematics and

has served on three committees of the NSF, including the White House Office of

Science and Technology Policy Committee on Supercomputers.

"I'm deeply honored and I look forward to this challenge with enthusiasm,"

Infante said. "I'm very pleased to be associated with the highly distinguished

faculty of the Institute of Technology."

"Dr. Infante brings to the university that combination of academic values,
administrative talent and research reputation that we seek in a dean," said Kenneth
Keller, vice president for academic affairs. "His awareness of the new and exciting
directions in the fields of physical science and engineering and his sensitivity to
the important relations between the Institute of Technology and its natural
industrial constituency suggest that we have found an outstanding leader for the
inst!tute. II

Infante was born in Modena, Italy, and has been a U.S. citizen since 1964.

(AO,4;Bl,12;CO,4;D4;E4,15> -UNS-



GUATEMALAN DOCTOR TO DISCUSS
HEALTH CARE, SOCIAL CONFLICT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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Dr. Jose Flores, a professor at the National Medical School in Guatemala

currently studying at the University of Minnesota's Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of

Public Affairs, will discuss "Health Care and Social Conflict in Guatemala" Friday

(April 27).

The lecture, to be held at 12:15 p.m. in room 2-620 of the Moos Health Sciences

Tower on the university's Minneapolis campus, 1s free and open to the public.

Flores was involved in changing Guatemalan policies to allow medical training

in rural parts of the country. He will speak on his firsthand experience with the

consequences of social turmoil on the health of the Guatemalan people.

The lecture will be repeated May 7 at 7:30 p.m. at the Newman Center, 1701

University Avenue S.E. A $2 donation is requested.

-UNS-
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U OF MTO STAGB NASH'S
"THBRAINMAKER"

(FOR IMMBDIATE RELEASE)

Punchinello Players will present N. Richard Nash's "The Rainmaker" at 8 p.m.

May 4 to 19 in North Hall Theatre on the University of Minnesota's St. Paul campus.

The play is set in a Western state in the midst of a drought. The Curry

family'S land is parched, and so is the love-starved heart of young Lizzie Curry.

Enter Starbuck, an engaging con man, who promises the familY rain for a fee. In the

end he shows them that rain can cOIDe to those who believe it will, and so can love.

The production will be directed by Thom Pinault. Admission is $4 for the

general public, $3 for students and seniors. For further information call Tom

Johnson at (612) 348-7965. For reservations, call the ticket ofrice at 373-1570.

-UNS-
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THREE DESIGN LECTURES
TO BE GIVEN AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Three lectures discussing commonplace objects as documents of our cultural

values will be given at the University of Minnesota's Goldstein Gallery on the St.

Paul campus saturday and Wednesday (April 28 and May 2).

saturday's lectures, which will be illustrated by slides, will run from 9 a.m.

until noon. Gertrude Esteros, professor emeritus and former head of the

university's design department, will speak on "Objects of the Home as Reflections of

Life-Style and Values" and Elizabeth Ann Coleman, Brooklyn Museum curator of

costumes and textiles, will lecture on "Costumes and History: A Look at Art in

Dress."

Claire Selkurt, assistant professor of art at Mankato State University, will

present Wednesday's lecture, "The Development and Influence of Scandinavian

Designers on Decorative Arts Design," from 7 to 9 p.m.

The series, supported by a grant from the Minnesota Humanities Commission, runs

concurrently with the exhibition "The Goldstein Gallery Collections: Curator's

Choice."

Admission to both the exhibition and the lectures is free.

-UNS-
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GLORIA STEINEM TO SPEAK
AT U OF MINNESOTA

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Gloria Steinem will speak on "Women's Issues in the 80s" May 8 at 1:30 p.m. in

the St. Paul Student Center's North Star Ballroom on the University of Minnesota's

St. Paul campus.

Steinem, a critically acclaimed non-fiction writer and well-known feminist, is

an edi tor and writer for Ms. magazine, which she helped to found in 1912. She is

also author of a new book, "Outrageous Acts and Everyday Rebellions," a compilation

of her writings over the last 20 years.

The lecture is free and open to the public, but people must have tickets.

University students can pick up tickets at any time in room 42 St. Paul Student

Center; the general public may pick up tickets beginning May 7. Students can get

two tickets per ID card.

For more information on tickets or the lecture, call Bernie Naughton at (612)

373-1051.

-UNS-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

Gloria Steinem will hold a press conference at 3:30 p.m. May 8 in the North

Star Ballroom on the St. Paul campus of the University of Minnesota. Taped

actualities from the press conference will be available from 4:30 p.m. May 8 until

4:30 p.m. May 9 at (612) 376-8000.

For tickets to the lecture (see release), call Bernie Naughton at 373-1051.

-UNS-
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PANEL WILL EXAMINE QUALITY
OF TEACHER EDUCATION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A 17-member panel headed by University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath

will meet in Chicago Wednesday (May 2) to begin examining the quality of teacher

preparation in the United States.

The Commission on Excellence in Teacher Education, to be funded by the U.S.

Department of Education and sponsored by the American Association of Colleges of

Teacher Education, includes representatives from the National Education Association

(NEA) and the American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and state and federal officials

and university presidents. The members will review the status of teacher education

as depicted by national reports, discuss the nature of the final report and plan for

commissioning papers, holding hearings and gathering data.

The commission will examine the quality of teacher education in much the same

way as the National Commission on Excellence in Education investigated the quality

of the nation's schools, according to Robert L. Egbert, executive director of the

commission. The influential pUblication "A Nation at Risk" was the final report of

the first commission.

-UNS-
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U OF MINNESOTA, INVER HILLS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE TO OFFER
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL PROGRAM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Air traffic controllers are now being trained in a recently instituted joint

program between Inver Hills Community College, the University of Minnesota's General

College and the Federal Aviation Administration. Participants in the program will

have jobs with the FAA, associate degrees in applied science in air traffic control

from Inver Hills and bachelor's of applied studies from the university.

The Twin Cities campus/Inver Hills program is one of eight in the Great Lakes

Region Cooperative Education Agreement with the FAA, which is part of a larger

national project to turn out air traffic controllers with bachelor's degrees.

Minnesota's cooperative arrangement between a university and a community college is

unique, however.

"The FAA feels that controllers with broader educational backgrounds will make

better employees," said Hope Isaacson, associate dean for instruction at Inver Hills

Community College. "Training air traffic controllers in communications and human

relations skills is part of an overall effort by the FAA to humanize the agency and

to better prepare air traffic controllers for advancement in the agency," she added.

About 20 students will be admitted to the Inver Hills program each fall,

Isaacson said. After earning 45 credits, the students will be eligible to be tested

and interviewed for jobs in the FAA program. Beginning this year, an FAA represen-

tative will visit campus each spring to interview students; four each year will be

chosen to continue in the program.

Students who do continue in the program will become FAA employees appointed to

the FAA non-competitive register of air traffic controllers. During their four-year

(MORE)
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educational program they will spend 39 weeks and earn 36 credits on paid internships

1n FAA facilities in Minnesota.

Course work at both Inver Hills and the university will focus on computer

science, business and communications, as well as on air traffic controll.

Upon graduation, students will train for 16 to 20 more weeks at the FAA Academy

in Oklahoma City, after which they will return to air traffic controller positions

in the Great Lakes Region.

Coordinators hope that the addition of a bachelor's degree and financial

compensation for the internships will help attract to the program more women,

minority group members and the handicapped, groups that haven't previously entered

the field of air traffic control in great numbers. "We think that to have these two

educational institutions working together on a program like this is significant,"

Isaacson said. Dean Jeanne Lupton of the university's General College echoed this

response saying, "This program is a model for cooperative education career ladders

called for by Minnesota legislative leaders."

For more information on the air traffic control cooperative program, contact

Isaacson at (612) 455-9621.

-UNS-
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U OF MINNESOTA PRESIDENT CALLS
LACK OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE TRAINING
THE 'AMERICAN DYSLEXIA'

(FOR RELEASE BOOR CST APRIL 28)
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American foreign language training is sorely lacking, creating grave economic,

national security and educational consequences, University of Minnesota President C.

Peter Magrath told the Council of Chief State School Officers at its national

meeting in the humanities in San Marino, Cal., Saturday (April 28).

Saying that Americans were "dyslexic when it comes to anything other than

English," Magrath pointed out that just 15 percent of U.S. high school students

study another language and just one in 12 college students does. He called this

lack of foreign language training in U.S. schools "one of the greatest shortfalls of

our educational system" and asked if our nation wanted to be characterized as "the

home of the brave and the land of the monolingual."

Although Magrath admitted that as a dean at the University of Nebraska in the

late '60s he had helped dismantle foreign language requirements, he told the school

officers that he now believes that decision was wrong. Magrath added that he was

happy to have recently approved reinstating foreign language requirements at the

University of Minnesota's College of Liberal Arts.

Magrath cited several examples of what he called the "embarrassing as well as

dangerous consequences" of foreign language ignorance, such as a Pepsi slogan, "Come

alive with Pepsi," nearly appearing in a Chinese publication as "Pepsi brings your

ancestors back from the grave."

He made the following suggestions for U.S. schools:

--Local school districts should provide foreign language instruction beginning

in the earliest years of formal education.

(MORE)
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--Local school districts should begin a talent search for students of the

highest foreign language ability and give those students opportunity for advanced

study.

--Colleges and universities should require second language proficiency for

admissions.

--Foreign language teachers should be required to demonstrate a high level of

language proficiency and teaching ability to be certified.

--An international perspective should be included in basic social studies

courses.

--Funding of foreign language programs should be shared by the local, state,

and national sectors.

--Comprehensive plans for improving the quality of teaching and learning

foreign languages and international studies should be developed in every state.

While acknowledging that improving foreign language training meant adding one

more burden on the educational system, Magrath reiterated that this goal is

important nevertheless. "American schools must lead the crusade in advancing

foreign language competency," he said. "At a minimum, such leadership requires a

citizenry that knows the languages, cultures and social conditions of our friends

and allies as well as our adversaries and antagonists."

-UNS
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U OF M ANNUAL BLACK GRADUATION,
AWARD CEREMONY SET
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Black students graduating from the University of Minnesota can participate in

the Annual Black Graduation and Awards Ceremony May 24 at 6: 30 p.m. in the Great

Hall of Coffman Union on the Minneapolis campus.

Dr. Earl Miller, pastor of Pilgrim Church in St. Paul and president of the St.

Paul NAACP will be the keynote speaker at the ceremony, which is sponsored by the

university's Black Learning Resource Center.

Awards will be presented to stUdents, staff, faculty and others who have

contributed to the welfare of Black students at the university. Scholastic

achievement awards will also be presented to students who have maintained a grade

point average of 3.0 or better.

Guest soloist at the ceremony will be Kathleen Johnson and refreshments will be

served following the ceremony.

Graduating Black students who want to participate should contact the Black

Learning Resource Center, 232 Walter Library, 117 Pleasant St. S.E., University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455, (612) 373-7947.

-UNS-
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